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Abstract

To date, a broad familly of carbon nanostructures, as carbon nanotubes,

nanohorns, onion-like carbon, nanodiamonds, carbon dots, graphene, graphene

quantum dots, etc has been discovered but the most studied carbon nanoal-

lotrope is graphene. The research of graphene and its derivatives is rapidly

evolving topic, because of unique properties of graphene, including ambipo-

lar e�ect, room-temperature half-integer quantum Hall e�ect, etc. Due to

its extraordinary conductivity graphene is a desirable candidate for elec-

tronic/optoelectronic and spintronic applications. For spintronic applications

it is required to develop magnetically active graphene, which can be achieved

by using defects such as vacancies in the graphene lattice, heteroatom dop-

ing by light elements, spatial restrictions of graphene sheet. In this thesis

we studied two fundamental types of graphene nanoribbons (i.e, armchair

and zigzag graphene nanoribbons) with bare edges and also with edges pas-

sivated by hydrogen atoms. Further, we studied in details the properties of

nanoribbons doped by boron and nitrogen. Several con�gurations of dopant

atoms were chosen; these motifs have been tested in AGNNs and ZGNNs of

di�erent widths and with bare and passivated edges by hydrogen atoms. For

calculations and modeling of magnetic properties of graphene nanoribbons

we use Vienna ab initio simulation package.
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Introduction

Carbon is one of the basic elements in nature and life on Earth. It is a

building block of all organic molecules and thus the living organisms. Carbon

plays the key role in a world's energetic industry where the fossil fuels are

used for electricity production. The importance of carbon in other branch

of industry as chemical industry and production of plastic materials is also

worth mentioning.

Pure carbon occurs naturally in several bulk allotropes such as the various

types of amorphous carbon, diamond and graphite. It can hardly be found a

pair of materials of di�erent properties such as diamond and graphite have.

Diamond is a transparent electrical insulator and the hardest known mate-

rial. In contrast, graphite is opaque soft conducter. These di�erencies comes

from the abillity of carbon to exist in di�erent hybridization states. Dia-

mond is made of tetrahedral sp3 hybridized carbons forming large crystals.

Conversely, graphite is made of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms, which forms

graphene monolayers that are held together by van der Waals interactions.

1985 witnessed the discovery of new carbon structure which is made of

60 carbon atoms arranged in pentagons and hexagons to form a spherical

structure [1],[2]. These structures are known as fullerens and form the bridge

between molecules and nanomaterials. The discoveries of another smaller and
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bigger fullerenes followed. To date, a broad familly of carbon nanostructures,

as carbon nanotubes, nanohorns, onion-like carbon, nanodiamonds, carbon

dots, graphene, graphene quantum dots, etc has been discovered. The most

studied carbon nanoallotrope is graphene [3]. Graphene is a planar structure

made of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice. The

research of graphene and its derivatives is rapidly evolving topic attracts

interest of many scienti�c groups working in various �eds. It is because of

unique properties of graphene, including ambipolar e�ect, room-temperature

half-integer quantum Hall e�ect, etc. Due to its extraordinary conductivity

graphene is a desirable candidate for electronic/optoelectronic and spintronic

applications.

Pristine graphene is a diamagnet. Thus, for spintronic applications it is

required to develop magnetically active graphene, ideally with high Curie

temperature, with spin-polarized conductive behavior. Localized magnetic

moment can be implemented in graphene sheet by using defects such as

vacancies in the graphene lattice [4], heteroatom doping by light elements

[5], spatial restrictions of graphene sheet [7], etc.

In this thesis we studied graphene sheets cut along certain directions to

form narrow strips known as graphene nanoribbons [8]. Experimental results

indicate that the most common chiral edge con�gurations are 0o (armchair)

and 30o (zigzag), which leads to armchair and zigzag nanoribbons, respec-

tively. Further, we studied in details the properties of nanoribbons doped by

boron and nitrogen. Both elements are used in classical semiconductor tech-

nology very frequently. Boron atom, which has one electron less than carbon,

should induce p-type behavior in graphene lattice. In case of nitrogen, one
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electron remains unpaired, thus n-type behavior is expected [6]. The nature

of these dopant elements has strong in�uence on the magnetic properties of

graphene based nanomaterials and nanostructures [9]. For calculations and

modeling of magnetic properties of graphene nanoribbons we use Vienna ab

initio simulation package where the spin polarized density functional the-

ory is implemented [10], [11]. The method has been successfully employed

to study similar systems [5], [6], [12]. The study of in�uence of dopation by

boron and nitrogen atoms on magnetic properties of graphene nanoribbons

is the aim of this thesis.
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1 Theoretical part

1.1 Carbon nanoallotropes

A broad family of carbon nanoallotropes is known and many others has

been theoretically predicted. It comes from the ability of carbon to exist

in di�erent hybridization states (sp, sp2, sp3) and to participate in covalent

bonds between them. Carbon nanostructures can be classi�ed in several ways,

i.e., (i) according to the type of hybridization between C atoms, or (ii) based

on dimensionality of carbon nanostructure (see Figure 1.1). The latter has

been used in this work. According to this classi�cation, three groups of carbon

nanoallotropes can be distinguished:

(i) 0.D - Fullerens, onion-like carbon (OLC ), carbon dots (C-dots), graphene

quantum dots (GQDs) and nanodiamonds

(ii) 1.D - Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nano�bers and single-walled

carbon nanohorns (SWNHs)

(iii) 2.D - Graphene, graphene nanoribbons and multilayer graphitic nanosheets
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Figure 1.1: Classi�cation of carbon allotropes according to their dimension-

ality. Reprinted with permission from ref. [13].

1.1.1 0.D Carbon nanoallotropes

Fullerenes

Fullerenes C-60 were manufactured in 1985 as the �rst member of the car-

bon nanostructures family [1]. To date, a large group of fullerenes consisting

of di�erent number of carbon atoms (both, bigger and smaller than C-60) is

known. Fullerenes are made of sp2 carbon atoms arranged in hexagons and

pentagons, which are assembled in to the shape of sphere. The number of

pentagons in perfect fullerene structure is always 12. Compared to that, the
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number of hexagons depends on the size or more precisely on the number

of carbon atoms contained in the fullerene. A fullerene with 20 + 2n carbon

atoms has n hexagons following the well-known Euler rule. Buckminster-

fullerene, the C-60 fullerene consisting of 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons is

the most studied fullerene so far.

Fullerene C-60 does not have properties characteristic for another carbon

nanoallotropes such as conductivity and mechanical strength. It is caused

by limited size and molecular character of the fullerenes. However, fullerenes

can be used as radical scavenger in various applications as an antioxidant in

cosmetics and biologigal systems [14], [15].

In a solid phase, fullerenes form aggregates and crystallize in a face-

centered cubic (fcc) lattice [2]. Fullerenes aggregates and crystals are so-

lutable in many organic solutions [16].

Fullerenes crystals include cavities which can host several species, for

example alkali metals. These doped crystals are superconductive at low tem-

peratures. Potassium-doped C-60 crystals has transition temperature at 18

K [17]. More complex C-60 crystals such as Rb2CsC60 are superconductive

below 33 K [18].

Onion-like carbon

Carbon nanostructures known as onion-like carbon OLC are multishell

spherical structure containing couple of fullerenes where the smaller fullerenes

are sealed in the bigger ones. OLC can be prepared in various sizes. By heat-

ing carbon soot under vacuum OLC structures with 2-8 shells and diameter

from 3 to 10 nm can be prepared. For preparation of larger structures with
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mean diameter of 25-30 nm an arc discharge between graphite electrodes in

water can be used [19]. The most promising aplication of OLC is in superca-

pacitors as electrodes [20]. Due to large speci�c surface area (∼ 500 m2g−1)

which is fully accesible to ion adsorption, the OLC are often used where the

limited volume is available for device integration.

Carbon dots

Carbon dots are quasi-spherical nanoparticles that assume mostly an

amorphous form and contain sp3-hybridized carbon. The most striking char-

acteristic of C-dots is photoluminiscence which depends on both the exci-

tation wavelength and the size and surface functionalization of C-dots. The

wide range of spectra and high intensities of the emission peaks underline

the multicolor properties of C-dots. The distinct colors observed in photolu-

miniscence of C-dots are connected with energy states associated with surface

defects in the graphitic nanoparticles. The surface functionalization is often

used to get single emission wavelengths. C-dots are also dispersible in water

and exhibit extremely low toxicity.

Above mentioned properties are useful for several applications in biology

and nanomedicine [21]. For example the great potential of the C-dots is in

cell imaging with two-photon luminescence microscopy [22].

The top-down approach using laser ablation is typical for preparation of

C-dots. The �nal nanoparticles have diameter of about 5 nm. Other methods

of preparation are based on the thermal decomposition or carbonization of

organic compounds [13].
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Graphene quantum dots

Properties of graphene sheets with diameter under 100 nm are strongly

a�ected by character of the edges. Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are small

pieces of graphene with diameter of 2− 20 nm composed dominantly of sp2-

conjugated carbon atoms and therefore the properties of GQDs are strongly

dependent on the edges and also on the size, geometry and on the shape of

GQDs [23], [24].

GQDs with zigzag edges with average diameter of 7−8 nm are metallic due

to the presence of zigzag edge states [23]. Conversaly,GQDs with armchair

edges have non-zero band gap inversely proportional to the size (the smaller

GQDs the larger band gap). This dependence of band gap on the size ofGQDs

is interesting for applications in photovoltaic devices, phototransistors and

photocatalysis [13], [25], [26].

The major property of GQDs is strong photoluminiscence as in the case

of C-dots and it can be also tuned by chemical functionalization.

Nanodiamonds

Nanodiamonds are crystaline structures containing sp3 hybridized carbon

atoms. They exist in the range of diameters between 2 and 20 nm. Struc-

tures below 2 nm are known as diamondoids and their properties are strongly

governed by surface pheneomena due to high surface to volume ratio. Con-

versaly, the crystals with diameter above 20 nm behave like bulk diamonds.

Nevertheless, nanodiamonds bring many of the extraordinary properties of

bulk diamond to the nanoscale. These properties include superior hardness

and Young's modulus, biocompatibility, high thermal conductivity, chemical
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stability and the resistance of nanodiamond to harsh environments [27]. The

major property of nanodiamonds is an electrical resistivity but boron-doped

nanodiamonds are conductive and can be used in electrochemical double-

layer capacitors and batteries [27], [28]. Heteroatoms (especially, nitrogen)

contained in the nanodiamonds can form heteroatom-vacancy centers. These

nitrogen-vacancy centers can be neutral or negatively charged. The negatively

charged nitrogen-vacancy centers are more studied than neutral centers, due

to spin ground state (S = 1) and paramagnetic nature [13]. Nitrogen-vacancy

centers in nanodiamonds exibit bright luminescence with possible applica-

tions in photonic crystals and waweguides. Similarly to nitrogen-vacancy

centers contain in nanodiamonds, silicon-vacancy, chromium-vacancy, nickel-

vacancy sites have been reported [29], [30].

1.1.2 1.D Carbon nanoallotropes

Carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes CNTs are cylindrical structures consisting of sp2 hy-

bridized carbon atoms arranged in hexagonal lattice as in the case of graphene

[31], [32]. CNTs can be single-walled (SWNTs), double-walled (DWNTs) and

multi-walled (MWNTs).

SWNTs have diameters in the range of 0.4 − 2 nm and the length is in

order of micrometers and therefore the main characteristic of CNTs is high

value of aspect ratio (i.e., length-to-diameter ratio). It can exceed 10 000,

and thus CNTs are regarded the most anisotropic materials ever produced

[13].

Another impotant parameter is chirality which determines conductivity of
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CNTs. Depending on a chiral vector, CNTs can be semiconducting or exibit

metallic behavior. The chiral vector is de�ned by expression ~C = n~a1 +m~a2,

where n and m are integers, ~a1 and ~a2 are unit cell vectors. And, for example,

armchair CNTs have n = m. These nanotubes have �nite value of density

of states at Fermi level, exibit metallic behavior and low resistivity [33].

Conversely, zigzag CNTs are either metallic or semiconducting depending

on their diameter. Unexpectedly, bend-ended MWNTs are superconductive

below 12 K [34].

Regarding to the mechanical properties of CNTs, superelasticity and high

value of Young's modulus should be mention. In case ofMWNTs, the Young's

modulus was found to be up to 1.8 TPa. Similarly, the Young's modulus of

SWNTs has been measured at 1.25 TPa [13].

Carbon nano�bers

Carbon nano�bers CNFs are linear �laments with diameter from 50 to 200

nm consisting of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms. The aspect ratio commonly

exceeds 100. Contrary to the previous case of CNTs, carbon nano�bers have

no cavity space [35].

According to the inner structure, carbon nano�bers can be separated in

several groups as platelet CNFs, herringbone CNFs, ribbon CNFs and cone-

helix CNFs, etc. [36], [37].

Because of a good electrical conductivity and structural stability, CNFs

are proper candidates for applications in supercapacitors and for battery ap-

plicatipons. However, the speci�c capacitances of CNFs is lower than those

of other materials (e.g., metal oxides and hydroxides) [38]. To improve its
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electrical properties, substituting some atoms with heteroatoms, such as ni-

trogen, sulphur and boron is often used. These nanostructures have a high

reversible capacity and an excellent cycling stability [39].

The extremaly large speci�c surface area (up to 3000 m2g−1) of activated

CNFs coresponding to high a�nity for a gas adsorption is also worth of

mentioning [40].

Carbon nanohorns

Single-walled carbon nanohorns (SWNHs) have conelike structures [41].

SWNHs form large spherical aggregates with diameter around of 80 − 100

nm depending on preparation method. CO2 laser oblation of graphite target

at room temperature and arc-discharge techniques are the most often used.

The electronic properties of SWNHs are strongly dependent on the struc-

ture. SWNHs formed in shape of Dahlia �ower behave as n-type semiconduc-

tor, but if they are oxidized, they show p-type properties [13]. The carbon

nanohorn �lms are promising candidates for �eld emission applications for its

good �eld emission characteristics. Also a gas-adsorption phenomenon makes

it possible to use carbon nanohorns in fuel cells [42].

1.1.3 2.D Carbon nanoallotropes

Graphene

Graphene was �rst isolated in 2004 [3]. Since than graphene attracts many

scienti�c groups from di�erent �elds and it is because of its high electrical

and thermal conductivity and capacity to carry large currents at room tem-

perature, room-temperature quantum Hall e�ect, etc. [43].
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Graphene has a planar structure made of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms

arranged in a hexagonal lattice with the lattice parameter about 1.42 Å. The

hexagonal graphene lattice (also known as honeycomb lattice) consists of to

interleaving triangular sublattices (α, β). Carbon atoms are connected by

covalent σ bonds and it is the strongest known material. The unhybridized

p orbitals of carbon atoms are oriented out of the plane and interact with

one another to form what is referred as the half �lled π band which gives

graphene its aromatic character and is responsible for most of its electronic

properties.

Graphene has zero density of states at the Fermi level and it is decribed

as a zero bandgap semiconductor or semimetal. The high conductivity (i.e.,

low resistivity) of graphene and its capacity to carry large currents (carrier

mobilitiy of up to ∼ 2.5 m2V−1s−1 at room temperature) are important prop-

erties for applications in electronic devices [44]. The charge carriers act as

massless relativistic particles and have same properties of Dirac fermions,

thus they can be described by Dirac's equation [45]. Graphene exhibits an

ambipolar electric �eld e�ect as well [46].

The thermal conductivity at room temperature has been measured up to

5300 Wm−1K−1, that establlishes graphene as an exelent material for thermal

management [47].

Optical transmittance of graphene monolayer is 97.5% but with increasing

number of stacked monolayers transmittance decreases rapidly [48]. The high

thermal conductivity mediated by covalent bonds is inherent to graphene.

Due to above mentioned extraordinary properties, possible applications

of graphene are particularly in high-speed electronics, optoelectronic devices
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including displays, and solar cells [3], [46]. One of the major advantages of

graphene is the high compatibility with current CMOS technology. Another

possible applications for graphene are sensors for single-molecule detection

[49]. Even so, the absence of an energy gap in graphene limits its application

for an electronic switching devices as graphene-based transistors with high

enough on-o� ratio. Several methods of band-gap engineering (e.g., substrate

e�ects, hydogenations, adatoms, etc.) can be used [50].

Graphene nanoribbons

Graphene nanoribbons (GNNs) are a wide strips of graphene sheet and

as in the case of graphene they are in great research attention. It is due to

combination of unique properties of pristine graphene together with spatial

restrictions of GNNs. According to the edge structure, the three types of

(GNN ) can be recognized: armchair graphene nanoribbons (AGNNs), zig-

zag graphene nanoribbons (ZZGNNs) and chiral nanoribbons.

The electronic properties of GNNs are strongly dependent on the edge

character and the key role plays also the width. Both types, AGNNs and

ZZGNNs, show non-zero band gaps. In the case of AGNNs, as the width

of nanoribbons increases, the band gap decreases �nally reaching the limit

case of in�nite graphene with zero band gap. Similarly, the size of band gaps

of ZZGNNs also decreases with increasing width till the particular value

7 − 8 nm is exceeded [13]. Than the ZZGNNs become metallic due to edge

states present as a �at band around the Fermi level and thereby give a sharp

peak in the density of states [13], [51]. The electron density in the edge

states is localized on a zigzag edges. AGNNs have no such localized states.
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But graphene nanoribbons with general edges (i.e., mixture of zigzag and

armchair edges) have non-negligible edge states even than, if zigzag edges

are less developed [40].

The thickness (i.e., number of stacking layers) has also strong in�uence on

the electronic properties on graphene nanoribbons. The band gap of multilay-

ered AGNNs decreases and in the case of multilayered ZGNNs, the number

of edge states incrases.

The unsaturated bonds on the zig-zag edges o�er the possibility for func-

tionalization of these ZZGNNs and thus tuning their properties.

The edge structure has major in�uence on magnetic properties of GNNs

which will be discussed later.

Multilayer graphitic nanosheets

Multilayer graphitic nanosheets (MGNs) are formed from 2 up to 10 layers

of graphene sheets. MGNs have similar properties to previously mentioned

graphene. MGNs are usually prepared as byproducts of synthesis of mono-

layer graphene which is of greater interest.

The physical properties such as electrical and thermal conductivity are

strongly dependent on the number of graphene layers stacked together and

on the position of carbon atoms in neighbouring layers [13].
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1.2 Magnetism in carbon nanoallotropes

All known carbon allotropes are diamagnets. The diamagnetic suscep-

tibility of graphite is very large and it is exceeded only by the magnetic

susceptibility of superconductors. In the case of diamond, the magnetic sus-

ceptibility contains two dominating diamagnetic contributions from core and

valence electrons and a small paramagnetic term (van Vleck) coming from

magnetic dipole transitions. But magnetism in nano-sized carbon allotropes

is much more sundry.

1.2.1 Fullerenes

Pure fullerenes are diamagnetic and its susceptibily consists of two con-

tributions, i.e. a paramagnetic term from the pentagonal rings and diamag-

netic term from the hexagonal rings. Therefore, the diamagnetic suscepti-

bility should increase with the size of cluster. Nevertheless the diamagnetic

susceptibility of fullerenes containing less than 100 atoms is varying ran-

domly [52]. Diamagnetic susceptibility of larger fullerenes approaches the

value for graphite, as expected, the fullerene C-5000 has a susceptibility equal

to graphite's [53].

The ferromagnetic behavior of fullerene derivatives was observed in com-

plexes C-60-TDAE (tetrakis(dymethylamino)ethylene) with transition tem-

perature at 16 K [54]. It is believed, that ferromagnetism is established due

to strong donor-acceptor interaction. Similar magnetism below 19 K was ob-

served where the TDAE was replaced by another strong donor compounds.

However, in cases where C-70 is used instead of C-60, long-range magnetic

ordering is lost [13], [53].
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Another fullerene based material showing ferromagnetic behaviour is two-

dimensional rhombohedral C-60 fullerene prepared at 6 GPa [55]. Structures

prepared at 800 K show strongest magnetism with a saturation magnetiza-

tion reaching 0.045 emu g−1. With increasing temperature of preparation the

number of collapsed fullerenes increases and the gra�tization is expected [56].

The in�uence of the fullerenes on single molecular magnets has been

studied. Complexes of Mn12−based molecular magnets containing fullerenes

shows behavior regarded as magnetic training in a measurements of hys-

teresis loops. It is due to orientation of incorporated fullerenes molecules in

magnetic �eld [57].

1.2.2 Nanotubes and nanohorns

The magnetic behavior of carbon nanotubes and nanohorns is similar to

the behavior of pure fullerenes. The magnetic susceptibility of CNTs and

SWNHs contains both diamagnetic and paramagnetic parts [13], [58]. To

induce magnetic ordering in CNTs and in SWNHs the same strategy as in

the case of graphene is often used (i.e., using defects such as vacancies in

the lattice, doping by heteroatoms) [59], [60]. However in case of CNTs a

functionalization with magnetic nanoparticles is more promising approach

[61]. The magnetic nanoparticles can be attached on the surface of CNTs or

can be placed inside the cavity place of CNTs. The wide range of applications

of functionalized CNTs include components in magnetic data storage devices,

toners and inks for xerography, etc. [61]. CNTs �nd attractive applications in

medicine as contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging and magnetically

guided drug delivery [62], [63].
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1.3 Magnetism in graphene

Pristine graphene is diamagnetic. It is due to unhybridized p orbitals of

carbon atoms oriented perpendicular to the graphene plane forming exten-

sive π-bonding network with delocalized π-electrons [64]. It is believed that

localized magnetic moments can be realized by presence of structural defects

in graphene lattice. The defects include vacancies, heteroatoms in graphene

lattice, adatoms, spatial restrictions and mixed hybridizations sp2− sp3 (see

Figure 1.2)[64], [65].

Armchair edge

Z
ig
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 e

d
g
ec d

ba

C

N

O

H

Figure 1.2: (a) a single atom vacancy in the graphene structure, (b) het-

eroatom (in this case nitrogen), (c) chemical functionalization (in this case

by -OH group) and (d) the fundamental types of edges.

As a consequence of defects in graphene, a �at bands in the band structure

of graphene are induced and they can be seen as a semilocalized π midgap

states in density of states near the Fermi level [66]. All mentioned types

of defects of graphene lattice and their in�uence on magnetic behavior of

graphene are discussed below.
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1.3.1 Vacancies in graphene lattice

The simplest defect in any material is missing lattice atom and single

vacancies in graphene are result of a missing carbon atom. To minimalize en-

ergy of single vacancy and to complete the ring structure, the atoms around

vacancy relaxe in a pentagon and a nine-membered ring. Due to the recon-

struction of the atomic positions neighboring to double vacancy two pen-

tagons and one octagon defect are formed. The formation energy Ef of single

vacancies and double vacancies is of the same order (v 8 eV). Hence, double

vacancies are thermodynamically favored than single vacancies. The forma-

tion energy is given as

Ef =
1

n

(
EVn −

N − n
N

Eg

)
(1.1)

where n is number of vacant atoms and EVn is total energy of n vacancies

in graphene, N and Eg, respectively, are the total number of carbon atoms

in graphene and its total energy [67], [68]. The migration barrier for mono-

vacancy in graphene is ∼ 1.3 eV. Compared to that, the energy of migration

barrier for divacancy reaching 7 eV and they are practically immobile [65]. In

case of multiple vacancies, energetically favored are vacancies with even num-

ber of missing atoms it is due to a complete saturation of dangling bonds. On

the contrary, in the case of vacancies with an odd number of missing atoms

the dangling bonds remain open.

It has been theoretically predicted and experimantally con�rmed that

vacancies in graphene carry magnetic moments µ ≈ 1µB (where µB is Bohr

magneton) and they can interact in ferromagnetic (FM ) or antiferromagnetic

(AFM ) way [13], [64], [69], [70]. The total spin S of the bipartite graphene
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lattice is given by the Lieb's theorem

S =
1

2
|nα − nβ| (1.2)

where nα, nβ respectively, is number of atoms present on the sublattice α , β

[71]. Accordingly, vacancies present only on the one type of subblatice bring

ferromagnetic ordering in graphene sheet. Conversaly, if the vacancies oc-

cur on both sublatticies with equal propability, antiferromagnetic ordering is

expected. Nevertheless the energy di�erence between ferromagnetically and

antiferromagnetically coupled vacancies for the same con�guration is very

small and Curie temperature is about of TC ∼ 1 K [72]. Hence, at higher

temperatures, graphene with vacancies will respond as a paramagnetic ma-

terial, which is in an agreement with experimental measurements [74].

1.3.2 Substitutional doping of graphene by heteroatoms

Atomic substitution of carbon atoms by hetero atoms is another way how

to induce localized magnetic moments in graphene lattice. The electronic and

magnetic properties depend on the type of dopant atom, location and its con-

centration in the graphene structure. The charge carriers can be either elec-

trons or holes. Accordingly two types of dopant atoms can be distinguished

n-type or p-type. In both cases, the position of the Fermi level is modi�ed

and the positon of the highest occupied molecular orbital HOMO and the

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital LUMO with respect to the Dirac point

is important for determination of direction of charge transfer (see Figure 1.3).

The formation energy of graphene doped systems is given as

Ef =
1

n
[Edpd − Egraph + n (µC − µsub)] (1.3)
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Figure 1.3: Schematic showing positions of HOMO-LUMO levels of n-type

and p-type dopants with respect to pristine graphene. Reprinted with per-

mision from ref. [75].

where Egraph and Edpd is total energy of pristine and doped graphene, respec-

tively, n is number of substituted atoms, µC and µsub are chemical poten-

tionals of carbon and dopant atoms [5]. Boron and nitrogen are the natural

dopants, they have approximately same atomic radius [6], [65]. Larger for-

eign atoms such as sulfur, phosphorus or transition metals, etc., also received

particular attention [5], [76], [77]. Substitution of carbon atoms by boron and

nitrogen is often used to design band gap for electronic applications [6], [78].

It is possible to induce magnetic response in graphene due to dopation in

speci�c ranges of concentrations. It has been reported that graphene with

concentration of nitrogen atoms below 5 at% is diamagnetic. Interestingly, at

∼ 5 at% of nitrogen in graphene paramagnetic centers iduced by dopation be-

gin to interact to establish ferromagnetism. The saturation magnetization of

nitrogen doped graphene at 5.1 at% was measured at 1.09 emu g−1 at temper-

atures below ∼ 69 K. It was identi�ed that in N-doped graphenes ferromag-

netic orderring in the graphene lattice at low temperatures emerges mostly
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due to substitution of nitrogen atoms in graphitic positions [79]. Graphene

with higher concentrations of nitrogen, i.e., at 6.25 at% and at 12.5 at% show

magnetic moment of 0.75µB, 0.61µB per supercell, respectively [80]. It has

been theoretically predicted and experimentaly con�rmed that sulfur doped

graphene at 4.2 at% show strong ferromagnetism with saturation magnetiza-

tion of 5.5 emu g−1 below the temperature at ∼ 62 K. The superior magnetic

properties of the S-doped graphene over the N-doped analogues can be ex-

plained in terms of injection of two unpaired electrons by each sulfur atom

to the conducting band. These electrons are delocalized among the S and C

atoms contrary to those injected by N-doping that are dominantly localized

at the N-sites. The pumping of electrons from substitutional sulfur to the

graphene conduction band is also believed to promote the sustainability of

the magnetism at relatively high temperatures (up to ∼ 62 K) [5].

1.3.3 Edge magnetism

The edge structure has major in�uence on magnetic properties of graphene

structures, especially of graphene nanoribbons. The three types of edges can

be distinguished as was discussed in the section 1.1.3. The zigzag edges are

often short and defective. On contrary, the armchair edges tend to be long

and defect free, that means the armchair edges are energetically more stable

than zigzag edges having the edge states at the Fermi level. The origin of the

edge states is in the breaking symmetry phenomenom of the Dirac electrons

due to boundary conditions at the zigzag edges [81]. Hence the edge states in

zigzag edges have same origin as non-bonding states in non-Kekulé type of an

aromatic molecules which particular feature is magnetism [82]. Conversaly,
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Kekulé molecules have a large HOMO-LUMO gap between the π-bonding

and π∗-antibonding states with no midgap states.

Figure 1.4: The exchange interaction between the edges in an arbitrary

shaped graphene sheet. Reprinted with permission from ref. [83].

The presence of the non-bonding edge states gives rise to localized mag-

netic moments. In case of zigzag edges, carbon atoms along one edge interact

ferromagnetically with each other due to a strong intra-zigzag edge exchange

interaction with exchange integral J0 ∼ 103 K. Furthermore, the inter-edge

interaction is medieted by π-electrons and can be either a ferromagnetic or

an antiferromagnetic depending on the sign of exchange integral J1 (i.e., mi-

nus for AFM state and plus for FM state, see Figure 1.4) [13]. The nature

of the intertaction between spins on opposite sites is governed by the width

of GNNs. The transition between FM state and AFM state is regarded as

semiconductor-metal transition [84]. However, it was reported, that transi-

tion from an AFM to a FM regime can be triggered by the presence of line

defects [85].

Compared to that, armchair graphene nanoribbons have no midgap states

and they are non magnetic. To induce magnetic ordering in AGNNs the same
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mechanism as dopation, surface addition or functionalization can be used as

in the case of graphene sheet.

1.3.4 Functionalization

Another way for imprinting magnetic moments in graphene based nano-

materials is using of functionalization. The most often elements used for

covalent functionalization of graphene are hydrogen, oxygen, �uorine etc. Co-

valently modi�ed graphene derivatives are known as graphane, graphene ox-

ide and �uorographene in case of functionalization by hydrogen, oxygen and

�uorine respectively [86], [87], [88], [89]. Besides the single elements several

molecules as functional groups can be used (i.e., −OH,−SH,−CN,−COOH,

−NH2, etc.)[13], [88], [91], [92].

The covalent functionalization changes hybridization of participating car-

bon atoms from sp2 to sp3 and induce localized magnetic moments. It is be-

lieved that appropriate ratio between sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms

brings magnetic ordering in graphene structure.

Graphane is a nonmagnetic and wide-gap semiconductor, but the elec-

tronic and magnetic properties of graphane can be tune by the defects, espe-

cially by partial dehydrogenation and spatial con�nement. The hybridization

of the edges is found to play key role in de�ning the size of the HOMO�LUMO

gap, which can be in range of 3.04− 7.51 eV when the hybridization changes

from the sp2 to the sp3 type [93]. In case of graphane nanoribbons, unpaired

and unpassivated dangling bonds at the edges have 1µB magnetic moment

and exhibit antiferromagnetic coupling with adjacent dangling bonds [94].

Further, the H-vacancies have also in�uence on the size of band gap, but there
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is dependence on thier distribution between the two sides of the graphane

plane. It is believed that the H-vacancies present only on the one side of

graphane plane and located on the neighboring carbon atoms belonging to

the same sublattice will be generate ferromagnetic ordering [93]. In addition,

magnetism induced by the partial dehydrogenation contains both contribu-

tions, the FM part and AFM part [95].

Graphene oxide exhibits dominantly diamagnetic behavior but localized

magnetic moments can be induced by the functionalization. The magneti-

zation of functionalized graphene oxide has diamagnetic, ferromagnetic and

also paramagnetic contribution. But di�erent functional groups introduce

magnetic moments followed the order from the highest −SH,−OH,−COOH,

−NH2 [96].

In case of �uorographene, it is believed that the partial de�uorination

can induce magnetic ordering. Nevertheless due to low energy of migration

barrier, the �uorine atoms have tendency towards clustering and form param-

agnetic centers [69]. Magnetic interactions between these paramagnetic cen-

ters are mediated by π-electrons but these interactions are weak and in the

temperatures above ∼ 100 K are overcome by thermal �uctuations. Recently

it was reported a discovery of hydroxo�uorographene (G(OH)F) with AFM

ordering at room temperature and FM ground state with transition tem-

perature TFM/AFM at ∼ 62 K. It is graphene based material prepared from

�uorographene by substituting some �uorine atoms by hydroxyl groups. The

magnetism is established due to diradical motifs consisting of sp2 hybridized

carbon atoms embedded in an sp3 matrix and the ability of �OH groups to

stabilize magnetically ordered state up to room temperature due to emer-
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gence of superexchange interactions [97].

1.4 Theoretical background

It is evident that properties of atoms, molecules, solids, etc., can be ob-

tained by solving Schrödinger equation (SE ). However solving of SE for real

systems analytically is almost impossible except a few limited cases. Thus

the several approximative ways of solving SE are often used. This chapter

introduces a brief overview of the theoretical background for the continued

discussion.

1.4.1 Many-body problem

The non-relativistic time-independent Schrödinger equation of interacting

system can be expressed as

HΨ (R,r) = EΨ (R,r) , (1.4)

where Ψ (R,r) is the wavefunction of all electrons depending on the positions

of the electrons r and nuclei R. The Hamiltonian H is given as

H =
L∑
I=1

p2
I

2MI

+
N∑
i=1

p2
i

2mi

+
1

2

∑
I 6=J

ZIZJe
2

| RI −RJ |
−
∑
i,I

ZIe
2

| ri −RI |
+

1

2

∑
i 6=j

e2

| ri − rj |
(1.5)

where e is charge of the electron and Z is an atomic number. The capital letter

stands for a nucleus and the small letter stands for electons. Then pI (pi) is

momentum of I -th nucleus, i -th electron respectively. Mass of the I -th nuclei

(i -th electron) is MI (mi). The �rst and the second term are the kinetic

energy of the nuclei and the electrons, respectively. The remaining terms are
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the potential energy given by a Coulomb interaction between nucleus and

nucleus, electron and nucleus, and electron and electron. Nevertheless, as

mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, obtaining analytical solution of

SE in this form is limited.

The �rst step in the wide range of possible simpli�cations is so-called

Born-Oppenheimer approximation (also known as adiabatic approximation)

[98]. The central idea is that the mass of nuclei is 104 to 105 times larger than

mass of electrons. Accordingly, electrons having the same kinetic energy as

nuclei are 102 to 103 faster than nuclei. Hence, we can assume that electrons

can follow the motion of nuclei almost instantly and that the electrons do

not change eigenstates as the nuclei move. According to that, we can split

up the full Hamiltonian and de�ne an electronic Hamiltonian Hel for �xed

nuclear coordinates {R} as

Hel ({R}) = Tel + Vnucl−nucl + Vnucl−el + Vel−el (1.6)

and then the SE for electrons in �xed positions of nuclei is given as

Hel ({R})ψ (r, {R}) = Eel ({R})ψ (r, {R}) . (1.7)

The energy Eel ({R}) is taken to be a potentional for motion of nuclei which

are assumed to follow SE in the form

{Tnucl + Eel (R)}Λ (R) = EnuclΛ (R) (1.8)

Nevertheless, the problem of solving the many body equation for a system

of N interacting electrons still remains.
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1.4.2 Thomas-Fermi model

Historically, the density functional theory (DFT ) has its roots in the

Thomas-Fermi model in which the all electron wavefunction ψ is substituted

by the electron density n(r) de�ned as

n (r) =
N∑
i=1

| ψi (r) |2 (1.9)

which is physical observable [99]. In an inhomogeneous case, for �nding the

electron density it is required to determine all occupied one-particle wave-

functions obtained by solving the e�ective one-particle Schrödinger equations{
− ~2

2m
∇2 + veff (r )

}
ψi (r) = εiψi (r) , (1.10)

where veff is e�ective potential given as

veff (r) = vext (r) +

∫
n (r′)

| r− r′ |
dr′. (1.11)

Nevertheless this model works only for systems in constant or slowly vary-

ing potential. It is worth mentioning that this model neglects exchange and

correlation e�ects.

1.4.3 Density functional theory

Going beyond the Thomas-Fermi model, Hohenberg and Kohn estab-

lished the connection between the electron density and the many-electron

Schrödinger equation, which can be substituted by the many body problem

with an independent particle problem, which is considered as heart of density

functional theory (DFT ).
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Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

The DFT is standing on the two theorems, which were formulated by

Hohenberg and Kohn [100].

Theorem 1 For any system of interacting particles in an external po-

tential vext (r), the potential can uniquely be determined except for a constant,

by the ground state particle density n0 (r).

Theorem 2 A universal functional for the energy E [n] in terms of the

density n (r) can be de�ned, valid for any external potential vext (r). For any

particular vext (r), the exact ground state energy of the system is the global

minimum value of this functional, and the density n (r) that minimizes the

functional is the exact ground state density n0 (r).

Kohn-Sham equations

Following above mentioned Hohenberg-Kohn two theorems, the energy

functional is de�ned as

E [n] = TS [n] +

∫
vext (r)n (r) dr +

1

2

∫
n (r)n (r)′

| r− r′ |
drdr′ + Exc [n] , (1.12)

where the �rst term is kinetic energy, the second term is energy coming from

external potential, the third term is the classical electrostatic energy (also

known as Hartree energy) of the electrons and the last term is exchange

correlation energy where are grouped all the many-body e�ects. By using

variational principle for minimizing energy functional with respect to the

single particle states under the constrain of normalization, we obtain Kohn-
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Sham equations{
− ~2

2m
∇2 + vext (r) + vH (r) + vxc (r)

}
ψi (r) = εiψi (r) , (1.13)

where exchange-correlation potential vxc (r) is the functional derivative of the

exchange-correlation potentional

vxc (r) =
δExc [n (r)]

δn (r)
. (1.14)

Then the ground state energy is given as

E =
N∑
i=1

εi + Exc [n (r)]−
∫
vxc (r)n (r) dr− VH − Vnucl−nucl. (1.15)

Unfortunately, the exact exchange-correlation potentionals are not known,

except for the free electron gas, i.e. for a system with constant electron

density. Thus, several approximations were developed which permit the cal-

culation of physical quantities more or less accurately.

The local density approximation

The most commonly used approximation is the local density approxima-

tion (LDA), where the exchange correlation energy for homogeneous electron

gas is also used for non-homogeneous systems

ELDA
xc [n (r)] =

∫
n (r) εLDAxc [n (r)] dr, (1.16)

where εLDAxc is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a uniform elec-

tron gas of density n (r) [101]. Although LDA is a simple approximation,

it is accurate in a wide range of problems in solids and solid surfaces, in-

cluding systems with rapid density variations. Nevertheless, LDA tends to

over-binding, i.e. binding and cohesive energies turn out to be large compared

to experiment. In contrast, it underestimates atomic ground state energies

and ionization energies [101], [102].
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The generalized gradient approximation

The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) goes beyond the LDA and

uses not only the density in the particular point but it takes into account

also the derivative of the density at the same coordinate [103]. The exchange

correlation functional in GGA is given as

ELDA
xc [n (r)] =

∫
n (r) εLDAxc [n (r)]Fxc [n (r) , |∇n (r) |] dr, (1.17)

where Fxc is the enhancement function, which was later modi�ed to PBE

(after the names Perdew, Burke, Ernzerhof) [104]. The over binding problem

of LDA is corrected in GGA. Nevertheless, both methods, LDA and GGA

fail for example in description of band gap of Mott insulators [105].

Spin-polarized DFT

The initial formulation of DFT was not dealing with spin polarization of

magnetic systems. This problem is �xed in spin-polarized DFT, where the

basic variables are the scalar electron density n (r) and the vector of the

magnetization density m (r). Instead of those variables, sometimes the spin

density matrix nαβ (r) is used, where α and β can have two values, either ↑

for spin up, or ↓ for spin down. The relation between n (r), m (r) and nαβ (r)

is given by

n(r) =
∑
α

nαα(r) (1.18)

m(r) =
∑
αβ

σαβnαβ(r) (1.19)

and by

nαβ(r) =
1

2

(
n(r)δαβ +mx(r)σ

αβ
x +my(r)σ

αβ
y +mz(r)σ

αβ
z

)
, (1.20)
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where σx, σy, σz, are Pauli spin matrices [106], [107]. The Hohenberg-Kohn-

Sham spin density functional is given as

E
[
nαβ(r)

]
= Ts

[
nαβ(r)

]
+
e2

2

∫ ∫
n(r)n(r′)

| r− r′ |
drdr′ +

+
∑
αβ

∫
V αβ
ext (r)n

αβ(r)dr + Exc
[
nαβ(r)

]
. (1.21)

The minimization of E
[
nαβ(r)

]
with respect to single particle wavefunctions

leads to Kohn-Sham equations

− ~2

2m
∇2
rϕ

α
i (r) +

∑
β

V αβ
eff (r)ϕ

α
i (r) = εiϕ

α
i (r), (1.22)

where εi is Lagrange parameter related to normalization of wavefunctions∑
α 〈ϕαi | ϕαi 〉 = 1 [108]. The potential V αβ

eff (r) is given as

V αβ
eff (r) = δαβe2

∫
n(r′)

| r− r′ |
dr′ + V αβ

ext (r) + V αβ
xc (r) (1.23)

and in the case of applied external magnetic �eld H, the term of exter-

nal potential will contain magnetic contribution − (±µBH). The exchange

correlation potential is again given as functional derivative of the exchange

correlation energy

V ↑↓xc (r) =
δExc

[
n↑(r), n↓(r)

]
δn↑↓(r)

. (1.24)

As in the case od classical DFT, functional Exc and V ↑↓xc are in the most

case not known and local-spin density approximation or generalized gradient

approximation have to be used [109], [110], [111].

The Bloch's theorem and k-points sampling

The methods discussed above are applicable for atoms and molecules, i.e.

for systems with �nite number of electrones. For solid systems it is needed
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to handle with in�nite number of electrons and DFT approximation cannot

be used directly. In solids, one assumes the homogeneity of the system in all

directions and therefore there are introduced periodic boundary conditions.

Due to this periodicity, the e�ective potential must be also periodic

Veff (r + R) = Veff (r) , (1.25)

where R is translation vector. According to the Bloch's theorem [112], the

single particle wavefunctions can be written as

ψi,k (r) = eik.rui,k (r) , (1.26)

where i is a band index, k is a wavevector con�ned to the �rst Brillouin

zone of the reciprocal lattice and ui,k (r) is a periodic function of the crystal

(i.e. ui,k (r) = ui,k (r + R)). Consequently by using the Bloch's theorem the

problem with in�nite number of electrons can be simpli�ed to a problem

with �nite number of electrons within a single primitive unit cell. In periodic

systems the wavefunctions can be expanded in the planewave basis set

ψi,k (r) =
∑
G

ci,k+Ge
i(k+G).r, (1.27)

whereG is reciprocal lattice vector. Then, the variational Kohn-Sham orbital

can be expressed as linear combination of basis functions φ obeying Bloch's

theorem,

ψi (k, r) =
∑
j,lmn

eikRj,lmncj,lmn (k)φj,lmn (k, r) , (1.28)

where cj,lmn (k) are expansion coe�ents. Analogously to the equation 1.9,

the electron density can be expressed as

n (r) =
∑
i

∫
BZ

dkmi (k) |ψi (k, r) |2, (1.29)
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where mi (k) are the occupation numbers of the basis orbitals. It is worth

mentioning that integration is done on a �nite k-point grid. The proper choice

of density of k-point mesh ensures that the integral converges and also that

calculations are su�cient to obtain the reasonable accuracy.

The concept of using reciprocal space is reasonable, because di�erential

SE in direct space transforms to set of algebraic equations in reciprocal space.

Therefore calculations are much easier. And these two spaces are related by

simple Fourier transformation. From the perspective of an experimentalist,

the reciprocal space is important particularly in di�raction techniques (i.e.

X-ray, electron or neutron di�raction).

Pseudopotentials

The one of the biggest disadvantages of planewaves is its ine�ciency.

The wavefunctions near to nucleus are rapidly oscillating and the number of

planewaves which are required for their description would be immense. The

concept of pseudopotentials is based on assumption that the physical and

chemical properties of the systems (i.e. atoms, molecules, etc.) are mostly

dependent on valence electrons [113], [114]. Pseudopotential is a potential

of nucleus and core electrons. The wavefunctions of valence electrons out-

side the core region remain unchanged. The pseudo-wavefunctions must be

continuous at the rc boundary and the same condition is required for their

�rst derivatives as well [116]. The graphical comparison of the wavefunction,

pseudo-wavefunction and their potentials is in Figure 1.5.

It is worth mentioning that pseudopotentials are derived from reference

state, i.e. from exact all-electron calculations of free atoms.
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Figure 1.5: The schematic illustration of wavefunction in the electrostatic

Coulomb potential of the nucleus (shown in blue) and of pseudo-wavefunction

in pseudopotential (shown in red). Reprinted with permisions from Ref. [115].

The projector augmented wave method

The projector augmented wave (PAW ) method extends the pseudopoten-

tial method [117], [118]. It is based on a linear transformation = which trans-

forms quickly converging auxilary pseudo-wavefunction |ψ̃i〉 into the true all-

electron wavefunction |ψi〉,

|ψi〉 = = |ψ̃i〉. (1.30)

It is needed to modify the nodal structure in the core region of the all-

electron wavefunction which is smooth beyond the rc. Transformed Kohn-

Sham equation can be expressed as

=†H= |ψ̃i〉 = =†= |ψ̃i〉 εi, (1.31)
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where H̃ = =†H= is a pseudo Hamiltonian. The transformation operator can

be de�ned as

= = 1 +
∑
R

SR, (1.32)

where R is the atom site index and SR is the di�erence between pseudo and

all ellectron wavefunctions which are non-zero only in the core region because

beyond the rc pseudo-wave function perfectly matches with all-electron wave-

function. Pseudo-wavefunctions can be expand into pseudo-partial waves in

the core region

|ψ̃〉 =
∑
i∈R

ci|φ̃i〉. (1.33)

For every partial wave exist an auxiliary pseudo-partial wave connect by

transformation =

|φi〉 = (1 + SR)|φ̃i〉. (1.34)

Any arbitrary pseudo wavefunction can be written in the pseudo-partial

waves basis by

ψ̃(r) =
∑
i∈R

φ̃i(r)ci =
∑
i∈R

φ̃i(r)〈p̃i|ψ̃〉, (1.35)

where |p̃i〉 is set of so-called projector functions satisfying completeness

∑
i∈R

|φ̃i〉〈p̃i| = 1 (1.36)

and ortogonality

〈φ̃i|p̃j〉 = δi,j. (1.37)

Now the transformation operator = can be written as

= = 1 +
∑
i

(
|φ〉 − |φ̃i〉

)
〈p̃i| (1.38)
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where index i goes over the all partial waves corresponding to all atoms. By

using the de�nition of = above, the true all-electron wave function can be

expressed as

|ψ〉 = |ψ̃〉+
∑
i

(
|φi〉 − |φ̃i〉

)
〈p̃i|ψ̃〉, (1.39)

where index i stands for the atomic site Ri , the angular momentum quantum

numbers li and mi and the linearization energy εi. The pseudo-wavefunctions

ψ̃ are the variational quantities in PAW method which can be expressed by

using plane waves

ψ̃i,k (r) =
∑
G

Ci,k+Ge
i(k+G).r. (1.40)

As was written above, outside the core region the pseudo-wavefunctions (rep-

resented by planewaves) are with good agreement with all-electron wavefunc-

tions, but deviation near the nuclei is signi�cant. Due to this fact, the partial

waves were introduced [119]. These partial waves φ̃i are the solution of radial

part of SE for non-spin polarized reference atom with energy εi [120].
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2 Computational part

2.1 Computational parameters

Our calculations were performed by using the Vienna ab inition sim-

ulation package (VASP), where SP-DFT is implemented. By every self-

consistent loop the Hamilton is set up with the charge density and the wave-

function is then optimized to get closer to the exact wavefunction. Then, the

new wavefunction is used to get a new charge density which is mixed with

the old initial charge density and so on (see Figure 2.1). The PAW method

was used to represent atomic cores and exchange and correlation e�ects were

approximated by PBE generalized-gradient approximation.

The cuto� energy was set to 400 eV. The structures were optimized to

minimize residual forces under 25 meVÅ−1 by using a quasi-Newton algo-

rithm. The optimization calculations were performed with a 3 × 1 × 1 Γ

point-centered Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. For the calculations of elec-

tronic density of states 30 × 1 × 1 k-point mesh was used. Total magnetic

moments are given as a di�erence between the number of electrons in oc-

cupied majority and minority of the spin states. In contrast, local magnetic

moments were calculated by integration of local density of states which is

given as projection of plane-waves components of all occupied eigenstates on

spherical waves inside an atomic sphere. The Bader analysis was used for sep-
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Figure 2.1: Self-consistent cycle. Reprinted with permisions from Ref. [122].

aration of contributions from di�erent atoms in the ground state electronic

density. The stability of the structures is given by the formation energy, which

is discussed in section 1.3.2. The chemical potentials were approximated by

the ground state energy of the free atom in the calculations of the formation

energy.

2.2 Pristine nanoribbons

This section reports on calculations of pristine nanoribbons and compares

their properties with the literature. Eight structures of armchair nanoribbons

having width from 8.4 to 17.02 Å and seven structures of nanoribbons wih
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zigzag edges with width from 11.28 to 24.02 Åwere simulated.

Table 2.1: Calculated properties of GNNs with armchair edges, where Ebg (↑)

is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Width Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[Å] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w 8.40 0.579 0.579 0.000 0.000

AGNN8w 9.63 0.541 0.541 0.000 0.000

AGNN9w 10.86 1.094 1.094 0.000 0.000

AGNN10w 12.11 0.463 0.463 0.000 0.000

AGNN11w 13.32 0.455 0.455 0.000 0.000

AGNN12w 14.55 0.904 0.904 0.000 0.000

AGNN13w 15.8 0.386 0.386 0.000 0.000

AGNN14w 17.02 0.388 0.388 0.000 0.000

AGNNs exhibit semiconducting properties with no spin-splitting at the

Fermi level, which is in full agreement with the literature [123]. AGNNs

show an indirect band gaps arising from quantum con�nement and increased

hopping integral of the π orbitals of the edge atoms caused by small changes

in lengths of bonds. There is also no di�erence in the band gap energy for

electrons with di�erent spin (see Table 2.1).

However, the band gap energies do not decrease monotonously with the

width of AGNNs, as it stands in the literature for the cases of wide nanorib-

bons [13]. It shows cusps due to strong quantum con�nement e�ect. This

behavior was reported and deeply studied in Ref. [124] and our results are in

a full agreement.
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Figure 2.2: Density of states of pristine AGNN7w. Inset shows the structure of

AGNN7w. In all �gures and tables Fermi energy is set to be zero for better

comparison of di�erent structures. DOS plots of all remaining structures,

which are not shown in main text, can be found in Section 2.4.3.

ZGNNs are also semiconducting, which is in agreement with the literature

(Ref. [125]). With increasing width of ZGNNs the energy of band gap changes

as can be seen in Figure 2.3. Band gaps in ZGNNs are result of staggered

sublattice potential from magnetic ordering [123]. The energies of band gap

vary slightly for electrons with di�erent spins.

ZGNNs are antiferromagnetic as it was discussed in 1.3.3. The energy dif-

ference between ferromagnetic state and antiferromagnetic state ∆EFM−AFM

is small and decreases with increasing widths of ZGNNs. There is no spin im-

balance around the Fermi level as you can see in the Figure 2.4. Figure 2.5

shows that imbalance in spin density is located around edges which interact
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Figure 2.3: The dependence of energy of band gap on the width of AGNNs

and ZGNNs. For further interest see Figure 2 in Ref. [124].

antiferromagnetically. Magnetism of pristine ZGNNs is established due to

the formation of peculiar edge localized states near Fermi energy and the

spins tend to align in a parallel manner on the same sublattice points along

the same edge, giving rise to a long-range ferrimagnetic coupling (please, see

Section 1.3.3).
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Table 2.2: Calculated properties of GNNs with zigzag edges, where Ebg (↑)

is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Width Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag. ∆EFM−AFM

[Å] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB] [eV]

ZGNN6w 11.28 1.370 1.370 0.000 0.000 0.066

ZGNN7w 13.43 1.367 1.367 0.000 0.000 0.051

ZGNN8w 15.57 1.366 1.366 0.000 0.000 0.041

ZGNN9w 16.7 1.366 1.367 0.000 0.000 0.033

ZGNN10w 19.89 1.356 1.355 0.000 0.000 0.027

ZGNN11w 21.98 1.368 1.367 0.000 0.000 0.023

ZGNN12w 24.02 1.368 1.368 0.000 0.000 0.020

Figure 2.4: Density of states of pristine ZGNN6w. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN6w.
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Figure 2.5: Spin density of ZGNN6w in the ground state with isosurfaces level

at 1× 10−2 eÅ−3, the spin density for spin up and spin down is represented

by yellow and green colors, respectively.
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2.3 Pristine nanoribbons with edges passivated

by hydrogen

The passivation of edges is often used for stabilization of structures and

to avoid any edge reconstruction [127]. We limited our calulations only to

symmetric cases of GNNs reported in previous chapter.

Table 2.3: Calculated properties of GNNs with edges passivated by hydrogen

atoms, Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag. ∆EFM−AFM

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB] [eV]

AGNN8w-H 0.800 0.800 0.000 0.000 -

AGNN10w-H 0.248 0.248 0.000 0.000 -

AGNN12w-H 0.837 0.837 0.000 0.000 -

AGNN14w-H 0.565 0.565 0.000 0.000 -

ZGNN6w-H 0.796 0.796 0.000 0.000 0.038

ZGNN8w-H 0.806 0.805 0.000 0.000 0.026

ZGNN10w-H 0.809 0.810 0.000 0.000 0.018

ZGNN12w-H 0.819 0.820 0.000 0.000 0.015

AGNNs retain their semiconducting properties after edge passivation with

no spin-splitting at the Fermi level (see Figure 2.6). As can be seen in Figure

2.7 band gap dependence on the width of AGNNs with passivated edges

by hydorgen atoms still shows cusps due to strong quantum con�nement

e�ect. However, edge passivation changes the nature of the band gap from

an indirect to direct. It is due to enhanced interaction between electrons and

nuclei near the edge [126].
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AGNNs with H-passivated edges remain nonmagnetic. All the above-

mentioned results are are in agreement with literature [124]-[126].

Figure 2.6: Density of states of pristine AGNN8w-H. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-H.

ZGNNs with passivated edges also retain their semiconducting properties

with no spin-splitting near the Fermi level (Figure 2.8). The band-gap energy

of H-passivated ZGNNs slowly increases with the widths and there is still

slight di�erence in band-gap energies for opposite spins (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7: The band-gap energy vs. the width of AGNNs and ZGNNs with

edges passivated by hydorgen atoms. For further interest see Figure 2 in Ref.

[124].

ZGNNs are still antiferromagnetic after edge passivation which agrees

with literature [125]. The energy di�erence between FM and AFM state is

small and it decreases with the widths of ZGNNs (Table 2.3) as it was in the

case of ZGNNs with bare edges. The spatial spin distributions of the ground

state of ZGNN-6w-H is shown in Figure 2.9. The imbalance in spin density

is located around edges as in the case of pristine ZGNNs.
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Figure 2.8: Density of states of pristine ZGNN6w. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN6w.

Figure 2.9: Spin density of ZGNN6w-H in the ground state with isosurfaces

level at 7× 10−3 eÅ−3, the spin density for spin up and spin down is repre-

sented by yellow and green colors, respectively.
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2.4 Substitutional doping of graphene nanorib-

bons by nitrogen and boron atoms

Substitutional doping of the graphene lattice by light elements, boron and

nitrogen, has recently attracted particular attantion [6], [78], [79], [80]. For a

brief discussion on their in�uence on the electronic and magnetic properties

of graphene we refer the reader to section 1.3.2. Boron, which has one electron

less than carbon, behaves as a p-type dopant. On contrary, nitrogen acts as

an n-type dopant, when it is substituted in the graphene lattice. Therefore,

di�erent in�uence on physical properties of doped graphene nanoribbons can

be expected.

Several con�gurations of dopant atoms in GNNs were considered, which

led to interesting magnetic properties in doped graphene [129]. These motifs

have been tested in AGNNs and ZGNNs of di�erent widths and with bare

and passivated edges by hydrogen atoms. The following chapters report our

results.

2.4.1 2 heteroatoms in con�guration A

We started with a simple motif of two hetero atoms in para-position in

GNNs shown in Figure 2.10. The structures are named accordingly to the

number of hetero atoms, dopant elements and a label of con�guration and

with sH for H-passivated edges. 1.

AGNNs with this con�guration of boron atoms remain semiconducting,
1As an example the structure AGNN7w-2B-A-sH can be mentioned, where 2B repre-

sents two boron atoms in the structure, A is label of motif of dopant atoms and sH stands

for edges passivated by hydrogen atoms.
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Figure 2.10: AGNN7w with two boron atoms represented by green color

in con�guration 2B-A. Numbers next to atoms represent calculated Bader

charges.

which is unexpected due to p-dopation. These results are in contrast with be-

havior known for boron-doped graphene reported in literature which became

conductive [128].

DOS plot presented in Figure 2.11 look more "discrete" with comparison

with DOS plot of pristine AGNN7w shown in Figure 2.2. Using denser k-point

mesh did not change the "discrete" character of the DOS plot.

Table 2.4 shows that the width of the band gap changes with the width of

AGNNs but no clear dependence has been found. The only structure which

exhibits metallic character is AGNN10w-2B-A which has been con�rmed by

calculations employing denser k-point mesh (DOS plot can be seen on Figure

2.12). The band gap is shifted to the higher energies with respect to the Fermi

level, which corresponds with behavior known from boron-doped graphene

[128]. The wider AGNNs with the same con�guration of boron atoms in

their lattices are again semiconductive. Therefore AGNN10w-2B-A is not a
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Figure 2.11: Density of states of AGNN7w-2B-A. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN7w-2B-A.

borderline for semiconducting and metallic behavior.

The Bader charge analysis of AGNN7w-2B-A (Figure 2.10) shows signi�-

cant charge transfer in the area around boron atoms substituted in the lattice.

Boron atoms are positively charged. On contrary, surrounding carbon atoms

have negative charges. This charge transfer is inherent to all AGNNs with

con�guration 2B-A of dopant atoms even in the case of AGNN10w-2B-A,

which is the only one conductive.

Conversaly to the AGNNs, all ZGNNs with the same motif of boron

atoms (2B-A) are conductive in one spin-channel and they are half-metals

(see Figure 2.13). DOS plots of ZGNNs-2B-A shows strong spin splitting

near the Fermi level. All ZGNNs became ferromagnetic after dopation and

magnetic moments are listed in Table 2.4. Figure 2.13 shows, that imbalance

in spin denstity is located around edges as in the case of pristine ZGNNs.
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Figure 2.12: Density of states of AGNN10w-2B-A. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN10w-2B-A.

Figure 2.13: Density of states of ZGNN6w-2B-A. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN6w-2B-A.
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Table 2.4: Calculated properties of GNN-2B-A, Ef is formation energy,

Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ef Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w-2B-A 2.32 0.777 0.777 0.000 0.000

AGNN8w-2B-A 2.38 1.354 1.354 0.000 0.000

AGNN10w-2B-A 2.65 - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN11w-2B-A 2.63 0.555 0.555 0.000 0.000

AGNN12w-2B-A 2.65 0.193 0.193 0.000 0.000

AGNN13w-2B-A 2.59 0.489 0.489 0.000 0.000

AGNN14w-2B-A 2.57 0.898 0.898 0.000 0.000

ZGNN6w-2B-A 2.44 - - 10.000 5.699

ZGNN8w-2B-A 2.59 - - 10.000 5.685

ZGNN10w-2B-A 2.61 - - 10.000 5.681

ZGNN12w-2B-A 2.65 - - 10.000 5.679

The formation energy varies within 12% (AGNNs) and 10% (ZGNNs)

with the ribbons width as it stands in Table 2.4. The positive value of forma-

tion energy represent endotermic process of the preparation of these struc-

tures.

AGNNs with edges passivated by hydrogen atoms with con�guration 2B-

A of boron atoms still remain semiconducting except the structure AGNN10w-

2B-A-H which is conductive. As in the case of boron-doped AGNNs with

bare edges, AGNN10w-2B-A-H cannot be taken as borderline, because wider

nanoribbons AGNN12w-2B-A-H and AGNN14w-2B-A-H are semiconducting

again.
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The band-gap energies are listed in Table 2.4.1. They are changing with

the width of AGNNs and still show cusps. The band gap energies are the

same for electron with both spins and there is no spin splitting near the

Fermi level (Figure 2.15). As in the case with bare edges, AGNNs with edges

passivated by hydrogen atoms with this particular con�guration of boron

atoms in the lattice are nonmagnetic.

Figure 2.14: Spin density of ZGNN8w-2B-A and ZGNN8w-2B-A-sH in the

ground state with isosurfaces level at 8×10−3 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin

up and spin down is represented by yellow and green colors, respectively.

However, ZGNNs with edges passivated by hydrogen and doped with two

boron atoms are conductive in one spin channel with spin splitting near the

Fermi level (Figure 2.16). The magnetic moments are suppressed in compari-

son with non-passivated doped ZGNNs. Figure 2.14 shows isosurfaces of spin

densities both for doped ZGNNs with bare edges and edges passivated by

hydrogen atoms.
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Table 2.5: Calculated properties of GNN-2B-A-sH, Ebg (↑) is band gap energy

for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN8w-2B-A-sH 1.362 1.362 0.000 0.000

AGNN10w-2B-A-sH - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN12w-2B-A-sH 0.345 0.345 0.000 0.000

AGNN14w-2B-A-sH 0.563 0.863 0.000 0.000

ZGNN8w-2B-A-sH - - 2.000 1.026

ZGNN10w-2B-A-sH - - 1.747 0.905

ZGNN12w-2B-A-sH - - 1.932 0.998

Figure 2.15: Density of states of AGNN8w-2B-A-sH. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-2B-A-sH.
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Figure 2.16: Density of states of ZGNN8w-2B-A-sH. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN8w-2B-A-sH.
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Next, two nitrogen atoms embedded in the graphene lattice in para posi-

tion were considered. In contrast to the boron doped AGNNs, nitrogen doped

AGNNs became conductive. This is in agreament with literature on nitro-

gen doped graphene [128]. Bader charge analysis shows a charge transfer in

the area around nitrogen atoms (Figure 2.17). Opposite fenomena to that

for boron doped AGNNs, were found. This can be expected due to di�er-

ent electronegativity of carbon, boron and nitrogen. Carbon atoms have an

electronegativity of 2.55 while boron atoms of about 2.04. Therefore boron

atoms are positively charged and the surrounding carbon atoms have negative

charge. In case of nitrogen having electronegativity of 3.04 opposite behavior

is expected. Nitrogen atoms are negatively charged while the surrounding

carbon atoms are positively charged.

Figure 2.17: Spin density of AGNN7w-2N-A (on the left) and AGNN8w-2N-

A (on the right) in the ground state with isosurfaces level at 5× 10−3 eÅ−3.

Numbers corresponds to the calculated Bader charges The spin density for

spin up is represented by yellow color.

The magnetic behavior of nitrogen doped AGNNs is quite complex. Nar-
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row nitrogen doped AGNNs with two N atoms in para con�guration (i.e.,

AGNN7w-2N-A -AGNN11w-2N-A) are ferromagnetic. But wider N-doped

AGNNs (i.e., AGNN12w-2N-A - AGNN14w-2N-A) are antiferromagnetic. It

turned out that there is a dependence on the symmetry and also on the width

of the AGNNs. In the case of narrow antisymmetricAGNNs (i.e., AGNN7w-

2N-A and AGNN11w-2N-A) the spin density have strong imbalance along

the edge which is closer to dopant atoms (Figure 2.17). Conversely to that,

narrow symmetric AGNNs (i.e., AGNN8w-2N-A and AGNN10w-2N-A) have

strong imbalance along both edges which interact ferromagnetically. DOS

plots and Bader charge analysis show no di�erences between symmetric and

antisymmetric cases, please see Figure 2.17. Figure 2.18 shows DOS plot of

AGNN7w-2N-A with strong spin imbalance at Fermi level. The band gap is

shifted in the valence area of energies in comparison with pristine AGNN7w

(Figure 2.2). This is in agreament with literature reporting nitrogen doped

graphene [128].

In the case of wide symmetricAGNNs (i.e., AGNN12w-2N-A and AGNN14w-

2N-A), nitrogen atoms and also carbon atoms in the center of the slab are

magnetic and interact in an antiferromagnetic manner with both edges, while

in antisymetric AGNN13w-2N-A the antiferromagnetic interaction with one

edge is preferred (see Figure 2.17). The magnetic moments are listed in Table

2.6. It can be seen that magnetic moments change with the width of AGNNs.

While AGNN7w-2N-A is a metal, ZZNN6w-2N-A exhibits semiconducting

properties with a band-gap value of 1.012 eV for spin up and 0.326 eV for spin

down. This contrasts the electronic properties of boron doped GNNs (please

see Figure 2.13). DOS in Figure 2.21 also shows strong spin splitting near
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Figure 2.18: Density of states of AGNN7w-2N-A. Insets shows the structure

of AGNN7w-2N-A.

the Fermi level which indicates that ZGNNs are magnetic after dopation but

the magnetic moments are almost the same as in the case of boron doped

ZGNNs (see Table 2.4 and Table 2.6).

One can notice that total magnetic moments listed in the Table 2.6 have

non-integer value for AGNNs and an integer number for ZGNNs. It is due to

de�nition of total magnetic moments which is given as a di�erence between

the number of electrons in occupied majority and minority of the spin states

(see section 2.1). In case of semiconducting ZGNNs having two nitrogen

atoms in para-con�guration in the structure, all electrons are localized and

di�erence between the number of electrons in occupied majority and minority

of the spin states is an integer. Conversely, metallic N-doped AGNNs have

delocalized electrones, therefore the total magnetic moment cannot be an
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Figure 2.19: Density of states of AGNN8w-2N-A. Insets shows the structure

of AGNN8w-2N-A.

integer number.

The formation energy varies only slightly with widths of AGNNs and

ZGNNs as it stands in Table 2.6. The positive value of formation energy

represents endotermic process of preparation of these structures as in the

case of boron doped GNNs.

H-passivation changed the metallic character of AGNNs into semicon-

ducting one. The semiconducting structures shows no spin splitting near the

Fermi level (Figure 2.23). AGNNs with two nitrogen atoms in the structure

and with edges passivated by hydrogen are nonmagnetic.

Interestingly enough, hydrogen passivated ZGNNs containing two nitro-

gen atoms in para-con�guration are half-metaliic, i.e., the only one spin chan-

nel is metallic as you can see in Figure 2.24. On contrary above mentioned
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Figure 2.20: Spin density of AGNN13w-2N-A and AGNN14w-2N-A in the

ground state with isosurfaces level at 3 × 10−4 eÅ−3. The spin density for

spin up and spin down is represented by yellow and green colors, respectively.

Figure 2.21: Density of states of ZGNN6w-2N-A. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN6w-2N-A.
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Table 2.6: Calculated properties of GNN-2N-A, Ef is formation energy,

Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ef Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w-2N-A 3.61 - - 0.430 0.227

AGNN8w-2N-A 3.54 - - 0.295 0.152

AGNN10w-2N-A 3.69 - - 0.184 0.096

AGNN11w-2N-A 3.65 - - 0.589 0.330

AGNN12w-2N-A 3.66 - - 0.000 -0.006

AGNN13w-2N-A 3.56 - - 0.000 -0.007

AGNN14w-2N-A 3.73 - - 0.000 -0.009

ZGNN6w-2N-A 3.46 1.012 0.326 10.000 5.662

ZGNN8w-2N-A 3.48 0.909 1.738 10.000 5.664

ZGNN10w-2N-A 3.48 0.834 0.482 10.000 5.665

ZGNN12w-2N-A 3.51 0.803 0.558 10.000 5.665

N-doped ZGNNs with bare edges are semiconducting. H-passivated ZGNNs

are magnetic after dopation by nitrogen atoms and magnetic moments are

fairly the same as in the case of boron doped ZGNNs with passivated edges.

Spin densities of ZGNN8w-2N-A and ZGNN8w-2N-A-sH are shown in Figure

2.20.
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Table 2.7: Calculated properties ofGNN-2N-A-sH, Ebg (↑) is band gap energy

for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN8w-2N-A-sH 1.328 1.328 0.000 0.000

AGNN10w-2N-A-sH 0.951 0.951 0.000 0.000

AGNN12w-2N-A-sH 0.353 0.353 0.000 0.000

AGNN14w-2N-A-sH 0.855 0.855 0.000 0.000

ZGNN8w-2N-A-sH - - 2.000 1.034

ZGNN10w-2N-A-sH - - 1.808 0.918

ZGNN12w-2N-A-sH - - 2.000 1.025

Figure 2.22: Spin density of ZGNN8w-2N-A and ZGNN8w-2N-A-sH in the

ground state with isosurfaces level at 7×10−3 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin

up and spin down is represented by yellow and green colors, respectively.
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Figure 2.23: Density of states of AGNN8w-2N-A-sH. Inset shows the struc-

ture of AGNN8w-2N-A-sH.

Figure 2.24: Density of states of ZGNN8w-2N-A-sH. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN8w-2N-A-sH.
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In summary, this chapter reports our results of GNNs containing two

boron and nitrogen atoms in para-con�guration in the structure.

Boron dopedAGNNs with bare edges and also with edges pasivated by hy-

drogen are semiconductive with di�erent width of band gap but no clear trend

of such behavior was found. The only one structure which exhibits metallic

behavior is AGNN10w-2B-A. It remains metallic even after edge passiva-

tion. Because the wider AGNNs are again semiconductive, AGNN10w-2B-A

cannot be considered as a borderline betwen the semiconductive and the

metallic behavior. DOS plots of all tested AGNNs with two boron atoms in

para-con�guration show no spin splitting near the Fermi level and are non-

magnetic. B-doped ZGNNs became half-metallic, the only one spin channel is

conductive and this behavior remains unchanged even after edge passivation

by hydrogen atoms.

AGNNs with two nitrogen atoms in para-position are conductive. The

magnetic behavior is quite complex. It turns out that the key role is played

not only by the width but also by the symmetry of AGNNs as it is dis-

cussed above. In the narrow symmetric cases the imbalance in spin density

is located along both edges. On contrary, in case of narrow antisymmetric

arrangements only the edge closer to the nitrogen atoms is magnetic. Wider

AGNNs are antiferromagnetic and there is also the dependence on the sym-

metry of AGNNs. AGNNs with H-passivated edges became semiconductive

and the magnetism was totally suppressed in all symmetric and antisymmet-

ric AGNNs. ZGNNs with two N-atoms in para position are semiconducting

but after edge passivaton they became half-metallic. Magnetic momets of

nitrogen doped ZGNNs with bare and passivated edges are nearly the same
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as in the case of boron doped ZGNNs.

2.4.2 3 heteroatoms in con�guration C

Another motif of dopant atoms in GNNs which has been tested is three

dopant atoms in triangular con�guration denoted by "C" and shown in Figure

2.25.

Figure 2.25: (Left) Spin density of AGNN7w-3B-C in the ground state with

isosurfaces level at 4×10−3 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin up is represented

by yellow. (Right) structure of AGNN10w-3B-C. Numbers next to atoms

represent calculated Bader charges.

The electronic properties of AGNNs with three boron atoms in this tri-

angular con�guration are dependent on the width of nanoribbons. Narrow

nanoribbons AGNN7w-3B-C and AGNN8w-3B-C are half-metals (Figure

2.26). However, all wider AGNNs have metallic character as it is shown

in Figure 2.27, which is in agreement with literature on B-doped graphene

[128]. It can be recalled that the AGGN s with two boron atoms in the para-

con�guration are semiconductive.
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Table 2.8: Calculated properties of GNN-3B-C, Ef is formation energy,

Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ef Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w-3B-C 2.62 0.599 0.660 1 0.502

AGNN8w-3B-C 2.71 - - 1.000 0.508

AGNN10w-3B-C 2.83 - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN11w-3B-C 2.89 - - 0.584 0.294

AGNN12w-3B-C 2.95 - - 1.010 0.503

AGNN13w-3B-C 2.92 - - 0.794 0.399

AGNN14w-3B-C 2.90 - - 0.495 0.249

ZGNN6w-3B-C 2.88 - - 10.593 6.004

ZGNN8w-3B-C 2.97 - - 11.000 6.189

ZGNN10w-3B-C 2.98 - - 11.000 6.182

ZGNN12w-3B-C 2.99 - - 11.053 6.205

The Bader charge analysis of AGNN7w-3B-C (Figure 2.25) shows signi�-

cant charge transfer in the area around boron atoms substituted in the lattice.

As in the previous cases of B-doped nanoribbons, boron atoms are positively

charged. On contrary, surrounding carbon atoms have negative charges. This

charge transfer is inherent to all AGNNs with con�guration 3B-C of dopant

atoms.

DOS plots show spin splitting near the Fermi level in the case of half-

metallic and also in the case of matallic AGNNs with three boron atoms

in the their structure, which is a sign of magnetism. Magnetic moments are

listed in the Table 2.8 and variation in their values show no clear trend
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Figure 2.26: Density of states of AGNN8w-3B-C. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-3B-C.

with respect to the width of B-doped AGNNs. It should be pointed out

that magnetic state does not change with the symmetry of AGNNs and all

structures are ferromagnetic.

The only one nonmagnetic structure is AGNN10w-3B-C and its DOS

plot (Figure 2.27) shows no spin splitting near the Fermi level. This behavior

remains unchanged even when the denser k-point mesh is applied. The Bader

charge analysis shows no di�erence between magnetic AGNN7w-3B-C and

nonmagnetic AGNN10w-3B-C, please see Figure 2.25.

ZGNNs containing three boron atoms arranged in the triangular mo-

tif show di�erent electronic properties. The most narrow ZGNN is a metal

(Figure 2.28) but all wider tested ZGNNs have half-metallic character, Fig-

ure 2.30. Let us remind the reader that metallic properties have been found
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Figure 2.27: Density of states of AGNN10w-3B-C. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN10w-3B-C.

in ZGNNs containing two boron atoms in para possition.

DOS plots show spin splitting near the Fermi level, which indicates mag-

netic behavior. Magnetic moments are listed in the Table 2.8 and they slowly

increase with the width of ZGNNs. All magnetic moments also reach higher

values in comparison with magnetic moments of ZGNNs containing two

boron atoms in para position (Table 2.4). Figure 2.29 shows spin density

of ZGNN8w-3B-C which have strong imbalance alog the edges, which is in-

herent to all pristine and doped ZGNNs having bare edges.

The formation energy is nearly the same as in the case of B-doped GNNs

in para possition (Table 2.4), and varies within 12% (AGNNs) and 5%

(ZGNNs) with the ribbons width as it stands in Table 2.8.

GNNs containing this triangular motif of boron atoms in their structures
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Figure 2.28: Density of states of ZGNN6w-3B-C. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN6w-3B-C.

Figure 2.29: Spin density of ZGNN8w-3B-C and ZGNN8w-3B-C-sH in the

ground state with isosurfaces level at 1 × 10−2 eÅ−3. The spin density for

spin up and spin down is represented by yellow and blue colors, respectively.
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Figure 2.30: Density of states of ZGNN8w-3B-C. Insets show the structure

of ZGNN8w-3B-C.

with edges passivated by hydrogen atoms have electronic properties depen-

dent on the width. In case of B-doped AGNNs, AGNN8w-3B-C-sH keeps its

half-metallic behavior and also AGNN12w-3B-C became half-metallic, see

Figure 2.31. Remanining structures (i.e.AGNN10w-3B-C-sH and AGNN14w-

3B-C-sH) are metals (Figure 2.32). DOS plots of half-metallic structures

show more signi�cant spin splitting near the Fermi level in comparison with

DOS plots of metal structures. This is in line with higher values of mag-

netic moments than in the case of metals (Table 2.9). Interestingly enough,

structure AGNN10w-3B-C-sH shows di�erent orientation of magnetization

and magnetic moments are increased in comparison with remaining passi-

vated AGNNs with triangular motif of boron atoms in structure. Figure 2.33

shows comparison of spin densities of AGNN8w-3B-C-sH and AGNN10w-3B-
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Figure 2.31: Density of states of AGNN8w-3B-C-sH. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-3B-C-sH.

C-sH. It can be seen that in the case of AGNN8w-3B-C-sH spin density for

spin up dominates. Conversaly, in case of AGNN10w-3B-C-sH the spin den-

sity for spin down is dominant. Bader charge analysis of AGNN8w-3B-C-sH

and AGNN10w-3B-C-sH show no di�erences.

ZGNNs with edges passivated by hydrogen atoms and containing the

same boron motif in the structure as AGNNs discussed above, are metallic.

Figure 2.34 shows DOS plot, where one can see spin splitting near the Fermi

level, which is sign of magnetism. Magnetic moments are listed in the Table

2.9 and their values increase with the width except the widest ZGNN12w-

3B-C-sH, which has magnetic moment slightly decreased. In comparison with

the magnetic moments of H-passivated ZGNNs having two boron atoms in

para position, magnetic moments of H-passivated ZGNNs containing three
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Figure 2.32: Density of states of AGNN10w-3B-C-sH. Inset shows the struc-

ture of AGNN10w-3B-C-sH.

Table 2.9: Calculated properties of GNN-3B-C-sH, Ebg (↑) is band gap energy

for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN8w-3B-C-sH - - 1.000 0.495

AGNN10w-3B-C-sH - - -0.189 -0.094

AGNN12w-3B-C-sH - - 1.000 0.500

AGNN14w-3B-C-sH - - 0.460 0.231

ZGNN6w-3B-C-sH - - 1.967 1.001

ZGNN8w-3B-C-sH - - 2.666 1.356

ZGNN10w-3B-C-sH - - 3.000 1.531

ZGNN12w-3B-C-sH - - 2.4373 1.250
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Figure 2.33: (Left) Spin density of AGNN8w-3B-C-sH in the ground state

with isosurfaces level at 4× 10−3 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin up is rep-

resented by yellow color. (Right) Spin density of AGNN10w-3B-C-sH in the

ground state with isosurfaces level at 5 × 10−4 eÅ−3. The spin density for

spin down is represented by blue color. Numbers next to atoms represent

calculated Bader charges.

boron atoms in structure reach the higher values, see Table 2.5 and Table

2.9.
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Figure 2.34: Density of states of AGNN10w-3B-C-sH. Inset shows the struc-

ture of AGNN10w-3B-C-sH.
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Next, the same motif has been tested by using nitrogen as a dopant

element. In contrast to the B-doped AGNNs, all nitrogen doped AGNNs

became metallic, see Figure 2.35. This is in full agreement with literature on

nitrogen doped graphene [128], [79]. Bader charge analysis shows a charge

transfer in the area around nitrogen atoms (Figure 2.36). Nitrogen atoms are

negatively charged and carbon atoms have positive charge, which one can

expect.

Figure 2.35: Density of states of AGNN8w-3N-C. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-3N-C.

DOS plots of all AGNNs show strong spin splitting at Fermi level, which

indicates magnetic behavior. Magnetic moments, listed in Table 2.10, change

with the width of AGNNs. From Figure 2.36 it is clearly seen that the

strongest imbalance in spin density is around the nitrogen atoms and neigh-

boring carbon atoms. Also edges show imbalance in a spin density. It is worth
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Figure 2.36: Spin density of AGNN8w-3N-C in the ground state with isosur-

faces level at 4 × 10−3 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin up is represented by

yellow color. Numbers next to atoms represent calculated Bader charges.

mentioning that structure AGNN10w-3N-C exhibits weaker magnetism in

comparison with another AGNNs containing this triangular motif of nitro-

gen atoms. DOS plot (Figure 2.37) shows that there is not as signi�cant spin

splitting at Fermi level as in the case of AGNN8w-3N-C (Figure 2.35). This

remains unchanged even when the denser k-point mesh is applied.

It shloud be pointed out that in the AGNNs containing three nitrogen

atoms in con�guration C there is no dependence on the symmetry of nanorib-

bons as in the case of AGNNs with two nitrogen atoms in the para position.

The most narrow structure ZGNN6w-3N-C is metallic but all wider struc-

tures are half-metallic. DOS plots of all N-doped ZGNNs show spin imbalance

near the Fermi level (Figures 2.38 and 2.39). Magnetic moments (Table 2.10)

are nearly the same for all the widths. They are comparable with magnetic
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Figure 2.37: Density of states of AGNN10w-3N-C. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN10w-3N-C.

moments of ZGNNs containing three boron atoms arranged in the same

triangular motif. Figure 2.40 shows that spin density of ZGNN8w-3B-C is

situated along the edges and also around several carbon atoms surrounding

substituted nitrogen atoms.

The formation energy is nearly the same as in the case of N-doped GNNs

in para position (Table 2.6), and varies only within 2% (AGNNs) and 1%

(ZGNNs) with the ribbons width as it stands in Table 2.10.
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Figure 2.38: Density of states of ZGNN6w-3N-C. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN6w-3N-C.

Figure 2.39: Density of states of ZGNN8w-3N-C. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN8w-3N-C.
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Figure 2.40: Spin density of ZGNN8w-3B-C and ZGNN8w-3B-C-sH in the

ground state with isosurfaces level at 8 × 10−3 eÅ−3. The spin density for

spin up and spin down is represented by yellow and blue colors, respectively.

Table 2.10: Calculated properties of GNN-3N-C, Ef is formation energy,

Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ef Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w-3N-C 3.86 - - 1.272 0.689

AGNN8w-3N-C 3.89 - - 1.839 1.020

AGNN10w-3N-C 3.88 - - 0.335 0.173

AGNN11w-3N-C 3.88 - - 1.287 0.722

AGNN12w-3N-C 3.90 - - 1.028 0.586

AGNN13w-3N-C 3.86 - - 1.055 0.600

AGNN14w-3N-C 3.84 - - 0.474 0.269

ZGNN6w-3N-C 3.81 - - 10.689 6.049

ZGNN8w-3N-C 3.81 - - 11.000 6.226

ZGNN10w-3N-C 3.80 - - 11.000 6.230

ZGNN12w-3N-C 3.82 - - 11.027 6.205
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AGNN8w-3N-C-sH and AGNN12w-3N-C-sH with H-passivated edges be-

come half-metals (Figure 2.42). On contrary, AGNN10w-3N-C-sH and AGNN14w-

3N-C-sH keep their metallic behavior even after edge passivation (Figure

2.43). Bader charge analysis shows the same charge transfer, which was ob-

served in all GNNs doped by nitrogen.

Figure 2.41: Spin density of AGNN10w-3N-C-sH in the ground state with

isosurfaces level at 8×10−4 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin up is represented

by yellow color. Numbers next to atoms represent calculated Bader charges.

Figure 2.41 shows that imbalance in the spin density is located in large

area around the nitrogen atoms. DOS plots of all structures, half-metallic and

metallic show spin splitting near the Fermi level. Magnetic moments are listed

in the Table 2.11 and they change with the width of AGNNs. Interestingly

enough, they reach nearly the same values for the same width as passivated

AGNNs containing three boron atoms in the same triangular con�guration.
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In case of H-passivated ZGNNs with three nitrogen atoms in the tri-

angular con�guration, the electronic properties are also dependent on the

widths. Narrow structures (i.e. ZGNN6w-3N-C-sH and ZGNN8w-3N-C-sH)

are metallic (Figure 2.44) but wider nanoribbons (i.e. ZGNN10w-3N-C-sH

and ZGNN12w-3N-C-sH) became half-metals after edge passivation (Figure

2.45).

Figure 2.42: Density of states of AGNN8w-3N-C-sH. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-3N-C-sH.

As can be seen all DOS plots show spin splitting near the Fermi level.

Corresponding magnetic moments are listed in the Table 2.11. In comparison

with boron doped ZGNNs with edges passivated by hydrogen atoms (Table

2.9), passivated N-doped ZGNNs have magnetic moments of higher values.

Figure 2.4.2 shows that imbalance in the spin density of ZGNN8w-3N-C-

sH along the edges is inhibit in comparison with ZGNN8w-3N-C with bare
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edges. But the spin density in the area around the heteroatoms remains the

same. Therefore, it can be said that edge passivation a�ects only the edge

magnetism.

Figure 2.43: Density of states of AGNN10w-3N-C-sH. Inset shows the struc-

ture of AGNN10w-3N-C-sH.
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Figure 2.44: Density of states of ZGNN8w-3N-C-sH. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN8w-3N-C-sH.

Table 2.11: Calculated properties of GNN-3N-C-sH, Ebg (↑) is band gap en-

ergy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN8w-3N-C-sH - - 1.000 0.495

AGNN10w-3N-C-sH - - 0.231 0.130

AGNN12w-3N-C-sH - - 1.000 0.566

AGNN14w-3N-C-sH - - 0.437 0.247

ZGNN6w-3N-C-sH - - 1.180 0.647

ZGNN8w-3N-C-sH - - 2.841 1.510

ZGNN10w-3N-C-sH - - 3.000 1.594

ZGNN12w-3N-C-sH - - 3.000 1.590
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Figure 2.45: Density of states of ZGNN10w-3N-C-sH. Inset shows the struc-

ture of ZGNN10w-3N-C-sH.

In summary, this chapter reports our results of GNNs with three hetero

atoms in the structure in the triangular con�guration.

Boron doped AGNNs show electronic properties which are dependent on

the width of AGNNs. The most narrow structure AGNN7w-3B-C is semi-

conductive and AGNN8w-3B-C is half-metal. All wider B-doped nanorib-

bons are metals. Magnetic properties are quite complex. All DOS plots show

spin splitting near the Fermi level except the AGNN10w-3B-C, which is the

only one nonmagnetic. All other tested boron doped AGNNs have magnetic

moments which change with the width of AGNNs. The electronic proper-

ties of H-passivated AGNNs with three boron atoms in the structure are

dependent on the width. Structures AGNN8w-3B-C-sH and AGNN12w-3B-

C-sH are half-metals and remaining structures (i.e., AGNN10w-3B-C-sH and
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AGNN14w-3B-C-sH) have metallic character. The magnetic moments of H-

passivated AGNNs change signi�cantly with the widths.

B-doped ZGNNs also have electronic properties dependent on the width.

The most narrow nanoribbon ZGNN6w-3B-C is a metal, but all wider ZGNNs

are half metallic. Concerning the magnetic properties, all ZGNNs show mag-

netic moments reaching higher values than in the case of ZGNNs containing

two boron atoms in para position. Passivated ZGNNs are metals and their

magnetic moments increase with the widths, except the widest ZGNN12w-

3B-C-sH, for which it is slightly decreased.

All nitrogen doped AGNNs are metals. The magnetic moments changes

signi�cantly with the widths however no clear trend of this change has been

found. In case of H-passivated AGNNs containing three nitrogen atoms ar-

ranged in triangular con�guration electronic properties depend on the widths

as in case of B-doped AGNNs with H-passivated edges. AGNN8w-3N-C-sH

and AGNN12w-3N-C-sH are half-metallic. On contrary, AGNN10w-3N-C-

sH and AGNN12w-3N-C-sH are metals. Magnetic moments reach the higher

values for the half-metallic structures that for metals.

The most narrow nanoribbon ZGNN6w-3N-C is metal but all wider ZGNNs

are half-metals. Also the magnetic moments are nearly the same as in the

case of B-doped ZGNNs. But they have higher values in comparison with

pristine ZGNNs. After edge passivation, narrow ZGNNs (i.e., ZGNN6w-

3N-C-sH and ZGNN8w-3N-C-sH) are metallic but the wider ZGNNs (i.e.,

ZGNN10w-3N-C-sH and ZGNN12w-3N-C-sH) are half-metals. In compari-

son with boron doped ZGNNs with edges passivated by hydrogen atoms, the

N-doped ZGNNs reach higher values of magnetic moments.
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2.4.3 Brief discussion of other tested structures

This section reports results of two more con�gurations, which were tested

to take into account random nature of dopation.

3 hetero atoms in con�guration B

Another motif of dopant atoms in GNNs which has been tested is three

dopant atoms in triangular con�guration denoted by "B" and shown in Figure

2.46.

Figure 2.46: Spin density of AGNN8w-3B-B in the ground state with isosur-

faces level at 4 × 10−3 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin up and spin down is

represented by yellow and blue colors, respectively.

NarrowAGNNs (i.e., AGNN7w-3B-B and AGNN8w-3B-B) are half-metals

and all wider AGNNs have metallic character. Figure 2.47 shows DOS plot of

AGNN8w-3B-B with strong spin imbalance at the Fermi level, which is the

sign of magnetism. Magnetic moments of all structures are listed in Table

2.12 and depend on the widths. But two structures, AGNN10w-3B-B and

AGNN12w-3B-B, show no magnetism.
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Figure 2.47: Density of states of AGNN8w-3B-B. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-3B-B.

H-passivated AGNNs with B con�guration of boron atoms have the same

electronic properties as in the case of B-doped AGNNs with bare edges.

Narrow nanoribbon AGNN8w-3B-B-sH is still half-metal and its magnetism

persists unchanged. All remaining structures keep their metallic character.

Interestingly enough, passivated AGNN10w-3B-B-sH shows weak magnetism,

but AGNN12w-3B-B-sH is nonmagnetic.

ZGNNs containing three boron atoms in the B con�gurations are metallic

(Figure 2.48). Magnetic moments are listed in Table 2.12 and they change

slightly with the width of ZGNNs without clear trend. Figure 2.49 shows

that imbalance in the spin density is situated along the both edges. All

ZGNNs keep their metallic character even after edge passivation. Concern-

ing the magnetic properties, magnetic moments are strongly suppressed after
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Table 2.12: Calculated properties of GNN-3B-B, Ef is formation energy,

Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ef Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w-3B-B 2.63 - - 1.000 0.504

AGNN8w-3B-B 2.79 - - 1.000 0.513

AGNN10w-3B-B 2.90 - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN11w-3B-B 2.95 - - 0.587 0.298

AGNN12w-3B-B 2.98 - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN13w-3B-B 2.98 - - 0.802 0.407

AGNN14w-3B-B 2.98 - - 0.768 0.392

ZGNN6w-3B-B 2.91 - - 9.793 5.617

ZGNN8w-3B-B 3.04 - - 10.427 5.906

ZGNN10w-3B-B 3.14 - - 10.291 5.836

ZGNN12w-3B-B 3.05 - - 10.519 5.943

H-passivation (Table 2.14) but they are nearly the same as in the case of H-

passivated ZGNNs containing three boron atoms in triangular con�guration

C.

The formation energy of B-doped GNNs varies within 12% (AGNNs) and

8% (ZGNNs) with the ribbons width as it stands in Table 2.12.
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Figure 2.48: Density of states of ZGNN8w-3B-B. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN8w-3B-B.

Figure 2.49: Spin density of ZGNN8w-3B-B in the ground state with isosur-

faces level at 4 × 10−3 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin up is represented by

yellow color.
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Next, the same motif has been tested by using nitrogen as a dopant

element. All tested AGNNs with bare edges containing three nitrogen atoms

arranged in B con�guration show metallic character. Figure 2.51 displays

DOS plot of AGNN8w-3N-B with strong spin splitting near the Fermi level

which is inherent to all N-doped AGNNs. Magnetic moments are listed in

Table 2.13 and they depend on the widths. The structure AGNN10w-3N-B

shows weaker magnetism in comparison with remaining N-doped AGNNs.

Figure 2.50: Density of states of AGNN8w-3N-B. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-3N-B.

Nitrogen doped AGNNs with edges passivated by hydrogen atoms became

half-metals. Magnetic moments of the corresponding structures are listed in

Table 2.15 and they are slightly suppressed in comparison with N-doped

AGNNs with bare edges.

N-doped ZGNNs with edges passivated by hydrogen atoms have electronic
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Figure 2.51: Density of states of ZGNN8w-3N-B. Inset shows the structure

of ZGNN8w-3N-B.

properties dependent on the width. Narrow nanoribbons, i.e. ZGNN6w-3N-B-

sH and ZGNN8w-3N-B-sH keep their metallic character, but wider nanorib-

bons, i.e. ZGNN10w-3N-B-sH and ZGNN12w-3N-B-sH are half-metallic. Mag-

netic moments (Table 2.15) reach higher values in comparison with passivated

B-doped ZGNNs.

The formation energy of N-doped GNNs varies within only 2% in the

both types of GNNs with the ribbons width as it stands in Table 2.13.
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Table 2.13: Calculated properties of GNN-3N-B, Ef is formation energy,

Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ef Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w-3N-B 3.91 - - 1.313 0.706

AGNN8w-3N-B 3.95 - - 1.690 0.922

AGNN10w-3N-B 3.96 - - 0.398 0.209

AGNN11w-3N-B 3.93 - - 0.966 0.537

AGNN12w-3N-B 3.95 - - 0.777 0.440

AGNN13w-3N-B 3.91 - - 0.827 0.466

AGNN14w-3N-B 3.90 - - 1.430 0.796

ZGNN6w-3N-B 3.89 - - 9.704 5.502

ZGNN8w-3N-B 3.88 - - 11.000 6.223

ZGNN10w-3N-B 3.92 - - 11.000 6.235

ZGNN12w-3N-B 3.88 - - 10.251 6.366
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Table 2.14: Calculated properties of GNN-3B-B-sH, Ebg (↑) is band gap en-

ergy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN8w-3B-B-sH - - 1.000 0.501

AGNN10w-3B-B-sH - - 0.018 0.009

AGNN12w-3B-B-sH - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN14w-3B-B-sH - - 0.646 0.329

ZGNN6w-3B-B-sH - - 1.260 0.647

ZGNN8w-3B-B-sH - - 2.277 1.162

ZGNN10w-3B-B-sH - - 2.270 1.166

ZGNN12w-3B-B-sH - - 2.388 1.228

Table 2.15: Calculated properties of GNN-3N-B-sH, Ebg (↑) is band gap en-

ergy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN8w-3N-B-sH - - 1.000 0.555

AGNN10w-3N-B-sH - - 0.451 0.253

AGNN12w-3N-B-sH - - 0.860 0.482

AGNN14w-3N-B-sH - - 0.691 0.387

ZGNN6w-3N-B-sH - - 0.365 0.175

ZGNN8w-3N-B-sH - - 2.660 1.406

ZGNN10w-3N-B-sH - - 3.000 1.591

ZGNN12w-3N-B-sH - - 3.142 1.666
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3 hetero atoms in con�guration D

The �nal tested motif of dopant atoms is denoted by "D" and shown in

Figure 2.52. This particular con�guration was tested only on AGNNs. All

AGNNs nanoribbons containing three boron atoms in con�guration D are

metallic. Figure 2.53 shows DOS plot of AGNN10w-3B-D. There is no spin

splitting near the Fermi level and only AGNN10w-3B-D and AGNN13w-3B-

D exhibit weak magnetism, all remaining B-doped AGNNs are non-magnetic

(Table 2.16).

Figure 2.52: Spin density of AGNN10w-3B-D in the ground state with iso-

surfaces level at 3 × 10−4 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin up is represented

by yellow color.

The most narrow AGNN8w-3B-D-sH with edges passivated by hydro-

gen atoms shows half-metallic character, but all wider H-passivated AGNNs

are metallic. Interestingly enough, narrow structures AGNN8w-3B-D-sH and

AGNN10w-3B-D-sH are magnetic, but in the case of AGNN10w-3B-D-sH

the magnetic moments are suppressed (Figure 2.54). All wider H-passivated

AGNNs are non-magnetic (Table 2.18).
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Figure 2.53: Density of states of AGNN8w-3B-D. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-3B-D.

Figure 2.54: Spin density of AGNN10w-3B-D-sH in the ground state with

isosurfaces level at 8×10−5 eÅ−3. The spin density for spin up is represented

by yellow color.
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The formation energy of B-doped AGNNs varies within 17% with the

ribbons width as it stands in Table 2.16. This is the highest value of formation

energy of all tested structures.

Table 2.16: Calculated properties of GNN-3B-D, Ef is formation energy,

Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ef Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w-3B-D 2.41 - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN8w-3B-D 2.70 - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN10w-3B-D 2.62 - - 0.024 0.012

AGNN11w-3B-D 2.62 - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN12w-3B-D 2.64 - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN13w-3B-D 2.70 - - 0.012 0.001

AGNN14w-3B-D 2.89 - - 0.000 0.000

The same motif was also tested with nitrogen as a dopant element.AGNNs

containing three nitrogen atoms in D con�guration are metallic. Figure 2.55

shows DOS plot with strong imbalance near the Fermi level, which is the

sign of the magnetism. Magnetic moments are listed in Table 2.17 and for

the narrow nanoribbons they are nearly identical. But the magnetic moments

of AGNN12w-3N-D and the wider nanoribbons are decreased in comparison

with narrow structures (i.e., AGNN7w-3N-D - AGNN11w-3N-D).

H-passivated AGNNs containing three nitrogen atoms in D con�gura-

tion are metallic. But only two narrow nanoribbons (i.e. AGNN8w-3N-D-

sH and AGNN10w-3N-D-sH) are magnetic, which is the same as in the

case of AGNNs with three boron atoms arranged in the same motif. Wider
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Figure 2.55: Density of states of AGNN8w-3N-D. Inset shows the structure

of AGNN8w-3N-D.

Table 2.17: Calculated properties of GNN-3N-D, Ef is formation energy,

Ebg (↑) is band gap energy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ef Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN7w-3N-D 3.54 - - 1.840 1.006

AGNN8w-3N-D 3.66 - - 1.922 1.045

AGNN10w-3N-D 3.69 - - 1.939 1.052

AGNN11w-3N-D 3.68 - - 1.875 1.019

AGNN12w-3N-D 3.69 - - 0.742 0.390

AGNN13w-3N-D 3.66 - - 0.679 0.357

AGNN14w-3N-D 3.78 - - 0.457 0.239
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nanoribbons, i.e. AGNN12w-3B-D-sH and AGNN14w-3B-D-sH became non-

magnetic after edge passivation by hydrogen atoms (Table 2.19).

The formation energy of N-doped AGNNs varies within 4% with the

ribbons width as it stands in Table 2.17.

Table 2.18: Calculated properties of GNN-3B-D-sH, Ebg (↑) is band gap en-

ergy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN8w-3B-D-sH - - 1.000 0.505

AGNN10w-3B-D-sH - - -0.093 -0.046

AGNN12w-3B-D-sH - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN14w-3B-D-sH - - 0.000 0.000

Table 2.19: Calculated properties of GNN-3N-D-sH, Ebg (↑) is band gap en-

ergy for spin up and Ebg (↓) for spin down.

Name Ebg (↑) Ebg (↓) Total mag. Local mag.

[eV] [eV] mom. mom. [µB]

AGNN8w-3N-D-sH - - 0.030 0.017

AGNN10w-3N-D-sH - - 0.074 0.041

AGNN12w-3N-D-sH - - 0.000 0.000

AGNN14w-3N-D-sH - - 0.000 0.000
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Conclusion

In this thesis we studied electronic and magnetic properties of graphene

nanoribbons with armchair and zigzag edges. Pristine armchair graphene

nanoribbons are nonmagnetic semiconductors. The band gaps are dependent

on the widths of nanoribbons and show cusps. Similarly, zigzag graphene

nanoribbons are semiconductive and the size of the band gap is changing

with the width of nanoribbons without clear trend. Nanoribbons with zigzag

edges are magnetic with antiferromagnetic interaction between the edges. But

the energy di�erence between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering

is low and it decreases with increasing width od zigzag graphene nanoribbons.

Next, the in�uence of edge passivation by hydrogen atoms on the elec-

tronic and magnetic properties of graphene nanoribbons was studied. Pas-

sivated graphene nanoribbons are still semiconductive, but the size of the

band gaps is decreased in all studied nanoribbons of both types. In case of

armchair nanoribbons, the dependence of band gap on the width still show

cusps. Compared to that, the dependence of band gap energy of H-passivated

zigzag nanoribbons is increasing with the widths. Magnetic moments along

the edges are reduced after edge passivation. Howerver the antiferromagnetic

ordering remains unchanged after edge passivation, the energy di�erence be-

tween the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering is even decreased in
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comparison with nanoribbons with bare edges.

Further, we studied in details the properties of nanoribbons with bare

edges and also with passivated edges doped by boron and nitrogen. Boron

atom, which has one electron less than carbon, should induce p-type behavior

in graphene lattice. In case of nitrogen one electron remains unpaired, thus

n-type behavior is expected.

Boron and nitrogen doped graphene nanoribbons have electronic proper-

ties dependent on the motif of hetero atoms substituted in the structure of

nanoribbons and also the width of nanoribbons plays the key role. Therefore,

the electronic properties are in many cases di�erent from behavior of doped

in�nite graphene sheet. It should be pointed out that edge passivation by hy-

drogen atoms also changes electronic state in many cases in comparison with

nanoribbons containing the same motif of dopant atoms with bare edges.

Magnetic properties of doped graphene nanoribbons are also quite com-

plex. Generally, dopation of armchair graphene nanoribbons by boron atoms

induces weaker magnetism in comparison with nitrogen doped nanoribbons.

The magnetic moments of doped armchair nanoribbons change with the

widths. Nevertheless no clear trend of this behavior was found. The de-

pendence of magnetic state on the symmetry of doped armchair graphene

nanoribbons has been found only in the nanoribbons containing two nitro-

gen atoms in para possition. Doped zigzag nanoribbons show signi�cantly

stronger magnetism than doped nanoribbons with armchair edges. Boron

doped zigzag nanoribbons have nearly the same magnetic moments as ni-

trogen doped nanoribbons. Doped zigzag nanoribbons with edges passivated

by hydrogen atoms have magnetic moments suppressed in comparison with
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doped zigzag nanoribbons with bare edges.

Nevertheless, further study is still needed and for further research we

can suggest the calculation of the J -parameter to get information about the

Curie temperature. Also the study of co-dopation by boron and nitrogen

atoms might be interesting.
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Supplementary information

DOS of pristine nanoribbons

Figure 56: DOS of AGNN8w. Figure 57: DOS of AGNN9w.

Figure 58: DOS of AGNN10w. Figure 59: DOS of AGNN11w.
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Figure 60: DOS of AGNN12w. Figure 61: DOS of AGNN13w

Figure 62: DOS of AGNN14w. Figure 63: DOS of ZGNN7w.

Figure 64: DOS of ZGNN8w. Figure 65: DOS of ZGNN9w.
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Figure 66: DOS of ZGNN10w. Figure 67: DOS of ZGNN11w.

Figure 68: DOS of ZGNN12w.
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DOS of pristine nanoribbons with passivated edges

by hydrogen

Figure 69: DOS of AGNN10w-H. Figure 70: DOS of AGNN12w-H.

Figure 71: DOS of AGNN14w-H. Figure 72: DOS of ZGNN8w-H.
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Figure 73: DOS of ZGNN10w-H. Figure 74: DOS of ZGNN12w-H.
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DOS of GNNs with two hetero atoms in para

position

Figure 75: DOS of AGNN8w-2B-A. Figure 76: DOS of AGNN10w-2B-A.

Figure 77: DOS of AGNN11w-2B-A. Figure 78: DOS of AGNN12w-2B-A.
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Figure 79: DOS of AGNN13w-2B-A. Figure 80: DOS of AGNN14w-2B-A

Figure 81: DOS of ZGNN8w-2B-A. Figure 82: DOS of ZGNN10w-2B-A.

Figure 83: DOS of ZGNN12w-2B-A.
Figure 84: DOS of AGNN10w-2B-A-

sH.
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Figure 85: DOS of AGNN12w-2B-A-

sH

Figure 86: DOS of AGNN14w-2B-A-

sH

Figure 87: DOS of ZGNN10w-2B-A-

sH.

Figure 88: DOS of ZGNN12w-2B-A-

sH.

Figure 89: DOS of AGNN10w-2N-A. Figure 90: DOS of AGNN11w-2N-A.
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Figure 91: DOS of AGNN12w-2N-A. Figure 92: DOS of AGNN13w-2N-A.

Figure 93: DOS of AGNN14w-2N-A. Figure 94: DOS of ZGNN8w-2B-A.

Figure 95: DOS of ZGNN10w-2N-A. Figure 96: DOS of ZGNN12w-2N-A.
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Figure 97: DOS of AGNN10w-2N-A-

sH.

Figure 98: DOS of AGNN12w-2N-A-

sH.

Figure 99: DOS of AGNN14w-2N-A-

sH.

Figure 100: DOS of ZGNN10w-2B-

A-sH.

Figure 101: DOS of ZGNN12w-2N-

A-sH.
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DOS of GNNs with 3 heteroatoms in con�gura-

tion C

Figure 102: DOS of AGNN7w-3B-C.
Figure 103: DOS of AGNN11w-3B-

C.

Figure 104: DOS of AGNN13w-3B-

C.

Figure 105: DOS of AGNN13w-3B-

C.
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Figure 106: DOS of AGNN14w-3B-

C.
Figure 107: DOS of ZGNN10w-3B-C.

Figure 108: DOS of ZGNN12w-3B-C.
Figure 109: DOS of AGNN12w-3B-

C-sH.

Figure 110: DOS of AGNN14w-3B-

C-sH.

Figure 111: DOS of ZGNN10w-3B-

C-sH.
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Figure 112: DOS of AGNN7w-3N-C.
Figure 113: DOS of AGNN11w-3N-

C.

Figure 114: DOS of AGNN12w-3N-

C.

Figure 115: DOS of AGNN13w-3B-

C.

Figure 116: DOS of AGNN14w-3N-

C.
Figure 117: DOS of ZGNN10w-3N-C.
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Figure 118: DOS of ZGNN12w-3N-C.
Figure 119: DOS of AGNN12w-3N-

C-sH.

Figure 120: DOS of AGNN14w-3N-

C-sH.

Figure 121: DOS of AGNN13w-3B-

C.

Figure 122: DOS of ZGNN12w-3N-

C-sH.
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